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1 Introduction

An important concept in physics is that of symmetry. Symmetries are powerful tools to
constrain the form of solutions of physical theories, and they may be used as a guiding
principle to construct new physical models. Certain symmetries are particularly useful
because they connect physical solutions as well as different theories that are at first sight
unrelated. A prominent example is T-duality in string theory, which provides such a
connection between strings on backgrounds with very different geometry [1, 2].1 In this
paper we will employ generalised notions of T-duality that go beyond the case of reduction
on a torus implemented by Buscher’s rules. When necessary we will refer to the latter
case as “abelian” T-duality, to distinguish it from the “non-abelian” T-duality (NATD)
transformation of [4–6]. NATD may be viewed as a generalisation where a set of non-abelian
isometries of the string background are dualised to give rise to a new solution of the low-
energy (super)gravity equations of motion, modulo a known anomalous-free condition [7, 8].
The transformation can be implemented by a Busher-like gauging procedure of the initial
isometries, similar to the abelian case. Global issues of NATD still need to be understood [6]
and currently the transformation is viewed as a solution-generating technique rather than
a fully-fledged symmetry of string theory [9, 10]. Similar comments apply to a further
generalisation of NATD that goes under the name of “Poisson-Lie” T-duality (PLTD). In
this case there is still a notion of dualisation of a symmetry algebra, but the symmetry does
not need to be realised as an isometry of the initial background [11, 12]. This advantage puts
the original and dual models on an equal footing at the expense of losing the interpretation
of the gauging procedure. All these generalised notions of T-duality transformations were
recently shown to admit α′-corrections that promote them to solution-generating techniques
in the bosonic and heterotic strings at least to 2 loops (first order in α′) [13–15].

Double Field Theory (DFT) [16–19] is an attempt to make (abelian) T-duality manifest
at the level of the low-energy action, at the expense of doubling the coordinates xm of
the D-dimensional target-space by pairing them with a set of “dual” coordinates x̃m in
XM = (x̃m, xm). Diffeomorphisms, B-field gauge transformations and T-duality maps are
combined into the O(D,D) group, defined by the matrices OMN that leave the O(D,D)
metric ηMN invariant

ηMN =
(

0 δmn
δm

n 0

)
, (1.1)

meaning that OMPON
QηPQ = ηMN . The action of DFT is manifestly invariant under

constant O(D,D) transformations of the coordinates XM and of the dynamical fields of
the theory, i.e. the generalised metric HMN and the generalised dilaton d, where the latter
is an O(D,D) scalar. The DFT action reduces to the low-energy effective action of the
string when constraining the fields to depend only on the physical coordinates xm, also
known as the “strong constraint”. By relaxing the strong constraint DFT may also be
viewed as a way to go beyond supergravity to provide a description of backgrounds that are
locally non-geometric. Nevertheless, in this paper we will simply use DFT as a convenient

1Recently a notion of “T-duality” for point particles was introduced in [3].
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O(D,D)-covariant rewriting of (super)gravity, and thus the strong constraint is always
assumed. We will use in particular the so-called “flux formulation” of DFT [20] where
the dynamical fields are the generalised dilaton d and a generalised vielbein EAM for the
generalised metric, and where the equations of motion are written exclusively in terms of
the generalised fluxes FABC and FA and their (flat) derivatives.

(Super)gravity solution-generating techniques. One motivation of our work is the
study and possibly the classification of solution-generating techniques in (super)gravity,
where we focus on those that admit a description in terms of O(D,D). In this case we
assume that the starting point is a (super)gravity solution, say with Neveu-Schwarz-Neveu-
Schwarz (NSNS) fields Gmn, Bmn, φ for the metric, Kalb-Ramond field and dilaton. The
question is whether it is possible to construct a map from these fields to a new set of
G′mn, B

′
mn, φ

′ that also give rise to a (super)gravity solution. Our strategy is to rewrite the
D-dimensional fields in terms of the doubled fields of DFT, and demand that Gmn, Bmn, φ
and G′mn, B′mn, φ′ give rise to the same generalised fluxes and flat derivatives F = F ′, ∂F =
∂F ′. This is a sufficient condition to have again a (super)gravity solution, and it is the
mechanism that applies also for the generalised T-duality transformations.2 As remarked,
we are interested in classifying solution-generating techniques in (super)gravity rather than
the actual (super)gravity solutions, and for this reason at no point we need to impose the
DFT equations of motion.

Canonical transformations of σ-models. Another motivation of our work is the clas-
sification of canonical transformations of 2-dimensional σ-models, see [27] for a similar
discussion and the recent [28] for the relation between the symplectomorphism approach
to T-duality and geometric quantisation. Consider a σ-model S =

∫
d2σL whose La-

grangian can be put in the form3 L = 1
2Gmnẋ

mẋn − 1
2Gmnx

′mx′n − Bmnẋmx′n, which is
the Polyakov action in conformal gauge. Introducing momenta pm conjugate to xm and
going to the first-order formalism, the Lagrangian is L = pmẋ

m−H with the Hamiltonian
H = 1

2ΨMHMNΨN , where one has ΨM ≡ (pm, x′m) and

HMN ≡
(

Gmn −(G−1B)mn
(BG−1)mn Gmn − (BG−1B)mn

)
, (1.2)

which coincides with the known parametrisation commonly used for the generalised
metric of DFT.4 Canonical Poisson brackets for xm and pm translate into Poisson

2Invariance of the generalised fluxes under NATD and PLTD was observed and used already in [13,
14, 21–24], and in the case of the Yang-Baxter deformations that we discuss later in [25, 26]. Ref. [15]
advocated more general local O(D,D) transformations leaving the generalised fluxes invariant.

3We are ignoring the overall string tension. A dot denotes derivatives with respect to the worldsheet
time τ , and a prime with respect to the worldsheet spatial coordinate σ. In this case we limit the discussion
to the classical level, and we therefore ignore the dilaton.

4If we further identify the momenta with the spatial derivatives of a dual set of coordinates
pm = x̃′m then XM = (x̃m, xm) and we have the action of Tseytlin’s double σ-model [29] S =∫
d2σ

(
1
2∂1X

M (ηMN + ΩMN )∂0X
N − 1

2∂1X
MHMN∂1X

N
)
, where the matrix ΩMN ≡

(
0 δmn
−δnm 0

)
de-

notes the topological term used also in [30]. In this discussion we want to look at the standard σ-model in
the Hamiltonian formalism and we therefore refrain from going to the doubled σ-model.
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brackets5 for ΨM , and redefining the phase-space variables as ΨA = EA
MΨM via a gener-

alised vielbein EAM for the generalised metric HMN , one has

{ΨA(σ1),ΨB(σ2)} = −FABC(σ1)ΨC(σ1)δ12 + ηAB∂σ1δ(σ1 − σ2), (1.3)

where the generalised fluxes FABC appear again. Therefore when two different σ-models
admit a rewriting of the phase-space variables in terms of ΨA and Ψ′A respectively, and
when they give rise to the same generalised fluxes FABC when computing the Poisson
brackets, the two σ-models are related by a canonical transformation — possibly up to zero
modes. This last remark is a consequence of the fact that only the spatial derivative of the
coordinates xm appear in ΨM , and therefore with the above argument one is not able to
claim that the zero-mode contribution to the Poisson brackets remains invariant under the
map. To use a uniform terminology throughout the paper we will use the term “solution-
generating techniques” notwithstanding that we have in mind canonical transformations of
σ-models as well.

Integrable σ-models. Worldsheet (classical) integrability is a statement about the on-
shell 2-dimensional σ-model, whose equations of motion can be put in the form of a flatness
condition for an object known as the “Lax connection”.6 Canonical transformations provide
on-shell identifications of the two σ-models, so that if one of the two models admits a
formulation in terms of a Lax connection, one can use the canonical transformation to
construct the Lax connection for the other σ-model, and argue integrability also in that
case. Integrability has played an important role in the understanding of the AdS5/CFT4
correspondence [31], and much progress was reached also in lower dimensional holographic
examples. Being able to generate new supergravity solutions (for example starting from
AdS5×S5) that retain worldsheet integrability gives hope of applying exact methods to non-
maximally supersymmetric backgrounds. Additionally, at least when the transformations
can be understood as deformations of the original model, this motivates also the search
of the corresponding transformation of the holographically-dual conformal field theory (in
this example N = 4 super Yang-Mills). Yang-Baxter (YB) deformations are integrability-
preserving solution-generating techniques that recently have been extensively studied from
various points of view, and that started to be relevant for the superstring in [32, 33].
At least the so-called “homogeneous” YB deformations can be interpreted as solution-
generating techniques in the sense of this paper, since they leave the generalised fluxes
invariant. The original formulation, the so-called “η-model” or “inhomogeneous” YB-model

5The Poisson brackets are {ΨM (σ1),ΨN (σ2)} = 1
2ηMN (∂1−∂2)δ12− 1

2 ΩMN (∂1 +∂2)δ12 where we use the
shorthand notation ∂1,2 = ∂σ1,2 , δ12 = δ(σ1 − σ2), and ΩMN was defined in footnote 4. With appropriate
boundary conditions (∂1 + ∂2)δ12 vanishes in the sense of distributions and the Poisson brackets can be
rewritten as {ΨM (σ1),ΨN (σ2)} = ηMN∂σ1δ(σ1 − σ2), which is the expression that is commonly used and
the one we use in the text. On the line (σ ∈ R) test functions should be smooth functions with compact
support, and on the circle (σ ∈ S1) they should be periodic. In the case of the circle one cannot drop terms
with (∂1 +∂2)δ12 if the boundary conditions for test functions allow for non-trivial winding. We refer to [27]
for a discussion that uses the original form of the Poisson brackets.

6This is a weak notion of integrability, since in general one should argue that the full tower of conserved
charges obtained from the monodromy matrix are in involution.
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constructed in [34, 35] will also be discussed later. The homogeneous YB deformations are
based on solutions of the classical YB equation on the algebra of isometries of the original
background, and they can be applied to generic isometric backgrounds [36] including the
integrable AdS5×S5 background, giving rise to generalisations of TsT transformations [37].
Preliminary proposals for the corresponding deformations of N = 4 super Yang-Mills were
put forward in [38, 39]. As remarked, we are interested in classifying integrability-preserving
transformations of 2-dimensional σ-models, rather than the actual integrable models, and
for this reason at no point we need to impose the existence of a Lax connection.

α′-corrections. The low-energy effective action of the string has higher-derivative α′-
corrections that admit an O(D,D)-covariant formulation at least to 2-loop order.7 In
particular, as at leading order in α′, the α′-corrected equations of motion of DFT may still
be written in the flux formulation in terms of the generalised fluxes and their flat derivatives
exclusively. This observation can be used to extend the solution-generating techniques that
we classify to higher orders in α′. This strategy was first employed in [26] to obtain the first
α′-correction for homogeneous YB deformations, and later for NATD and PLTD8 in [13–
15]. As argued in [15] the same methods can be applied to more general O(D,D)-covariant
solution-generating techniques, as the ones that we consider in this paper.

Summary of the paper. Starting with section 2, we will employ an ansatz for the
generalised vielbeins that is known in the literature as “generalised Scherk-Schwarz re-
ductions” [44–46]. Under this ansatz we identify a d-dimensional subspace of the full D-
dimensional spacetime, so that we can discuss the more general case of solution-generating
techniques acting non-trivially in d ≤ D dimensions. Our discussion will be local and
we will not discuss global issues of the solutions. We will further restrict ourselves to
the case of constant generalised fluxes in d dimensions. This set-up encompasses the gen-
eralised T-dualities and the prominent integrable deformations so far considered in the
literature. Subsequently, we discuss the O(d, d) parametrisation of the “twist” used in the
reduction, as well as the constraints and the redundancies that arise. We finally explain
methods that will turn out to be useful to treat in particular cases with non-vanishing
H-flux. In section 3 we present the classification of the “orbits”, namely the possibilities
of turning on the different components of the generalised flux FIJK (usually denoted as
Hijk, Fij

k, Qi
jk, Rijk), and their “representatives”, i.e. the solutions for the twists that they

allow. While we initially focus on the fields of the NSNS sector, in section 4 we discuss
the Ramond-Ramond (RR) fields of the type II superstring as well. We finish in section 5
with conclusions and an outlook. In appendix A we collect our conventions on notation,
in appendix B we give a brief recap on some aspects of DFT and gauged DFT that are
relevant for our discussion, in appendix C we discuss how to obtain the parametrisation of
the twist that we use, in appendix D we give more details on the formulations to include
the RR fields of type II, in appendix E we review the DFT equations of motion in the flux

7Recently a tension was identified at 4 loops for the quartic-Riemann terms multiplied by ζ(3) that
appear for the (super)string [40].

8For applications of PLTD to obtain string solutions and for different approaches to discuss the α′-
corrections when applying PLTD see for example [41–43] and references therein.
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formulation, and in appendix F we report on other attempts we made to treat orbits with
non-vanishing H-flux.

2 Reduction ansatz and constant fluxes

We start by discussing a specific ansatz for the generalised vielbein of DFT. In turn this
implies a specific ansatz for the NSNS fields (metric, B-field and dilaton) of the class of
backgrounds that we consider. We refer to appendix B for some definitions and details
that may be helpful for readers not familiar with DFT.

2.1 Generalised Scherk-Schwarz ansatz

To be more general, we assume that our backgrounds are parametrised by coordinates
xm = (ẋµ̇, yµ), where we take m = 0, . . . , D − 1 and µ takes d ≤ D values. In principle
yµ may include the time direction. In this splitting of coordinates ẋµ̇ will play the role
of “spectators” — we will never specify the ẋµ̇ dependence of the solution and ẋµ̇ will
not participate in the solution-generating technique. The interesting discussion will there-
fore involve only the coordinates yµ. From now on, we will use a boldface notation for
coordinates and fields of the full D-dimensional spacetime, to distinguish them from the
coordinates and fields of the d-dimensional spaces. We do not make any assumptions re-
garding their global properties, in fact our discussion will be valid only in local patches. We
refer to [47] for a discussion on how to construct generalised Leibniz parallelisable spaces
from generalised Scherk-Schwarz uplifts of gauged supergravities.

The ansatz we take for the generalised vielbein and generalised dilaton is [44–46]

EA
M (x) = ĖA

I(ẋ) UIM (y), d(x) = ḋ(ẋ) + λ(y). (2.1)

The factorisation of the dependence on the coordinates is what plays a crucial role. We
will use a dot for fields depending only on spectator coordinates. In the following we will
distinguish between M,N, . . . indices and I, J, . . . indices, and similarly for the boldface
version, and the reason will be clarified in section 2.3. See also appendix A for a recap of
our conventions on notation. The matrix U is in general an element of O(D,D), and U
and λ are usually called twists. Because of the role of spectators of the coordinates ẋµ̇, it is
natural to take U of block form, not mixing µ̇ and µ directions, and acting as the identity
in the spectator block, so that9

U =
(

a b
c d

)
, U =

(
a b
c d

)
, (2.2)

9Equation (2.1) is rather natural and it is hard to imagine a more general ansatz if we want to exploit
O(D,D). A possible generalisation of (2.2) is to replace the identity matrix in the spectator block with
another O(D − d,D − d) element. The simplest example is

Uİ
Ṁ =

(
e−γ(y)δµ̇ν̇ 0

0 eγ(y)δµ̇
ν̇

)
,

where γ playes the role of a generically y-dependent warping factor in front of Gµ̇ν̇ and Bµ̇ν̇ , see [45, 48].

– 5 –
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where we assume that the indices are placed as UIM and UIM , and

a =
(

1D−d 0
0 a

)
, b =

(
0 0
0 b

)
, c =

(
0 0
0 c

)
, d =

(
1D−d 0

0 d

)
. (2.3)

In the rest of this paper we will therefore work with the twist matrix UI
M ∈ O(d, d) ⊂

O(D,D). This set-up is in fact known as “generalised Scherk-Schwarz compactifications”
and used also in gauged DFT, see appendix B for a short recap of certain aspects. Let
us also mention that if we define the generalised metric HMN = EA

MHABEB
N and

parametrise it as in (1.2) in terms of Gmn and Bmn (and similarly for the dotted fields)
then equation (2.1) implies that M ≡ G−B is of the form

M = (Ṁb + d)−1(Ṁa + c), (2.4)

where Ṁ ≡ Ġ − Ḃ. This is the known transformation of M under O(D,D) trans-
formations. In other words the generalised Scherk-Schwarz ansatz is selecting a class of
backgrounds with metric, B-field (and dilaton) of a specific form.

Because of the above ansatz, the Weitzenböck connection constructed out of UIM is
non-vanishing only when the IJK indices are of the type IJK, i.e. they are vector indices
of the O(d, d) ⊂ O(D,D) subgroup. The generalised fluxes then become

FABC = ḞABC + ĖAIĖBJĖCKFIJK ,
FA = ḞA + ĖAIFI ,

(2.5)

where ḞABC = 3Ω̇[ABC], Ω̇ABC = ĖA
µ̇∂µ̇ĖB

JĖCJ , ḞA = Ω̇B
BA + 2ĖAµ̇∂µ̇ḋ, and

FIJK = 3Ω[IJK], FI = ΩJ
JI + 2UIµ∂µλ, ΩIJK = UI

µ∂µUJ
NUKN . (2.6)

After defining the flat derivative ∂A ≡ EAM∂M one finds that

∂AFBCD = ĖA
µ̇∂µ̇FBCD + ĖAIĖBJĖCKĖDLUIµ∂µFJKL,

∂AFB = ĖA
µ̇∂µ̇FB + ĖAIĖBJUIµ∂µFJ .

(2.7)

We will now further restrict the assumptions behind our calculations, and present the
constraints coming from Bianchi identities.

2.2 Constant fluxes and pre-Roytenberg algebra

In general FIJK ,FI may be y-dependent but in this paper we assume them to be constant.
One motivation comes from interpreting the components of the 3-form generalised flux as
the coefficients defining the brackets of a Courant algebroid [49–51] on the Roytenberg
algebra [52, 53]. In general the Jacobiator of these brackets is non-vanishing, as can be
checked in an O(d, d)-covariant way by calculating the Jacobiator of the C-bracket (see
appendix B for its definition) of the generalised vielbeins (here the twists U) [20]. In fact[

[UI , UJ ](C) , UK
]M

(C)
=
[
FIJLUL, UK

]M
(C)

=
(
FIJHFKLH − ∂KFIJL + 1

2∂LFIJK
)
ULM ,

(2.8)

– 6 –
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and the Jacobiator is

Jac (UI , UJ , UK)M =
(
−ZIJKL + 1

2∂LFIJK
)
ULM . (2.9)

On the strong constraint the Bianchi identities for the generalised fluxes imply ZIJKL = 0
(see appendix B). If we in addition want to deal with the structure of a Lie algebra rather
than the one of a Courant algebroid, it is natural to take the generalised fluxes constant,
∂LFIJK = 0, such that the Jacobiator vanishes. The assumption of constant fluxes (both
FIJK and FI) will simplify considerably our calculations to identify the solution-generating
techniques, and ultimately this is the main motivation for this assumption. In particular it
will be easier to find different twists (U, λ) and (U ′, λ′) that give rise to the same generalised
fluxes FIJK = F ′IJK ,FI = F ′I , and their constancy immediately implies that not only
FABC ,FA but also their flat derivatives remain the same, see (2.7).10 Let us remark that
demanding the invariance of FIJK ,FI is a stronger condition compared to the invariance of
FABC ,FA, and relaxing this assumption may lead to interesting generalisations on which
we will comment in the conclusions.

Let us now discuss the constraints coming from Bianchi identities for the generalised
fluxes FIJK and FI . When these are constant the Bianchi identities (on the strong con-
straint) reduce to

F[IJ
HFK]LH = 0, FKFIJK = 0, FIFI −

1
6F

IJKFIJK = 0. (2.10)

The first can be understood as the Jacobi identity for a Lie algebra, while the rest are
constraints involving also FI . We introduce Lie algebra generators TI = (T̃ i, Ti) so that
[TI ,TJ ] = FIJKTK , where indices are raised and lowered with the ad-invarant metric,

ηIJ =
(

0 δij
δji 0

)
, (2.11)

that corresponds to the pairing ⟪TI ,TJ⟫ = ηIJ . We adopt the usual notation for the com-
ponents of the 3-form flux FIJK when choosing upper or lower indices Fijk = Hijk,Fijk =
Fij

k,Fijk = Qi
jk,F ijk = Rijk. Notice that such an algebra is unimodular FIJJ = 0.

The commutation relations of the “pre-Roytenberg algebra”11 spanned by TI , and that we
denote by r, read

[Ti, Tj ] = Fij
kTk +HijkT̃

k, [Ti, T̃ j ] = Qi
jkTk−Fikj T̃ k, [T̃ i, T̃ j ] = Qk

ij T̃ k +RijkTk.

(2.12)
The Lie algebra of the Drinfel’d double is obtained by setting H = R = 0 and keeping F
and Q. When only R = 0 the above Lie algebra is known as quasi-Manin triple. In terms

10In the context of gauged supergravities the constancy of the generalised fluxes is imposed to make sure
that the (D− d)-dimensional theory does not depend on the coordinates y. Our motivation is different and
at least in principle there would be nothing wrong with taking FIJK ,FI to be y-dependent.

11We follow the terminology usually employed in the literature, so that “Roytenberg algebra” is used in
the case of the Courant algebroid where FIJK are generically non-constant, while “pre-Roytenberg algebra”
is just a Lie algebra with a pairing ηIJ that splits generators as TI = (T̃ i, Ti).

– 7 –
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(∅)

(F )↔ (Q) (H)↔ (R)

(F,Q) (F,H)↔ (Q,R) (F,R)↔ (H,Q) (H,R)

(F,Q,R)↔ (F,H,Q) (F,H,R)↔ (H,Q,R)

(F,H,Q,R)

Figure 1. Diamond representing the possible (sub)orbits. Arrows relate orbits connected by rigid
T -transformations. The orbits at the four corners of the diamond are self-dual under rigid T -
transformations.

of all the fluxes the Bianchi identities read

F[ij
kHlm]k = 0, (2.13)

F[ij
kFl]k

m −Hk[ijQl]
mk = 0, (2.14)

Fij
kQk

lm +HijkR
klm − 4Q[i

k[lFj]k
m] = 0, (2.15)

Qk
[jlQi

m]k − Fik [jRlm]k = 0, (2.16)
Qk

[ijRlm]k = 0. (2.17)

HijkFk + Fij
kFk = 0, Qi

jkFk − FikjFk = 0, RijkFk +Qk
ijFk = 0, (2.18)

HijkR
ijk + 3FijkQkij = 6FiF i. (2.19)

The more generic case is the one when all fluxes Fijk, Hijk, Qi
jk, Rijk are non-zero. Nev-

ertheless it is interesting to consider simpler cases in which only some of the fluxes are
turned on. We will call “orbits” the classes that have a definite set of fluxes turned
on. The elements of each orbit (namely the possible solutions for the twist U) will be
called “representatives” of the orbits. Turning on fewer fluxes essentially corresponds to
studying sub-orbits. The possible cases are organised in the structure of a diamond, see
figure 1, where each node of the diamond corresponds to a possible orbit and its dual
orbit under a rigid T -transformation, connected by an arrow. In particular under a rigid
T -transformation F ↔ Q and H ↔ R, see also the next section. The four corners of
the diamond correspond to orbits that are self-dual under rigid T -transformations.12 The
“empty” orbit (∅) with all fluxes vanishing contains as representative the d-dimensional
torus with no flux turned on. One possible representative of the (F )-orbit is any back-
ground with isometries whose algebra has structure constants Fijk, so that in the (Q)-orbit
one finds for example their non-abelian T-dual backgrounds. Other examples worth men-
tioning are the torus with H-flux in the (H)-orbit, Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models in
the (F,H) orbit, and Poisson-Lie (PL) symmetric models in the (F,Q) orbit. In section 3
we will focus on each orbit and discuss the representatives that appear in each of them.

12Self-duality is in general only at the level of the orbit, but it may be that even some representatives
are self-dual.
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2.3 O(d, d) parametrisation of the twist U

Under mild assumptions (see [54] and appendix C) the most general O(d, d) parametrisation
of the twist U is

UI
M =

(
δij β

ij

0 δji

)(
δjk 0
bjk δ

k
j

)(
(ρt)kµ 0

0 (ρ−1)kµ

)
, (2.20)

where βij and bij are antisymmetric (βij = −βji, bij = −bji) and ρµj are components of
the matrix ρ ∈ GL(d). From now on we will use the shorthand notation ρi

µ ≡ (ρ−1)iµ,
so that the placing of indices will indicate if we use ρ or its inverse. Our motivation is to
find different U,U ′ and λ, λ′ that give rise to the same generalised fluxes FIJK ,FI . Notice
however that twists that are related by the group of allowed gauge transformations —
i.e. GL(d) diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations of the B-field in d dimensions —
should not be considered as genuinely different. We will call Hgeom this group. Therefore,
rather than O(d, d), we should take U to belong to the coset O(d, d) \ Hgeom. Under a
GL(d) diffeomorphism one has the transformation UIM → UI

NRN
M where [55]

RM
N =

(
(rt)µν 0

0 (r−1)µν

)
with (r−1)µν = ∂µV

ν . (2.21)

Therefore, we see that the action of GL(d) diffeomorphisms is all reabsorbed in the trans-
formation of ρ in (2.20), meaning ρiµ → ρi

ν∂νV
µ. This also implies that β and b in (2.20),

while they may be y-dependent, they must transform as scalars under GL(d) diffeomor-
phisms. This is the reason why we prefer to distinguish between i, j and µ, ν indices, as
well as I, J and M,N for the double indices. Gauge transformations of the B-field in d

dimensions are obtained by the transformations UIM → UI
NJN

M where [55]

JM
N =

(
δµν 0
xµν δµ

ν

)
, with xµν = ∂[µξν]. (2.22)

It is easy to see that this transformation is completely reabsorbed just by the redefinition
of b in (2.20) as bij → bij + ρi

µρj
ν∂[µξν]. To conclude, when we say that U and U ′ must be

different we mean that they must be different elements of the coset O(d, d) \Hgeom, or in
other words that there exists no element h ∈ Hgeom such that U = U ′h.

An important feature in our discussion is that the ansatz (2.1) is invariant under the
redefinition

ĖA
I → ĖA

JVJ
I , UI

M → V J
IUJ

M , (2.23)

with VIJ ∈ O(D,D) constant and decomposed in terms of a constant matrix VIJ ∈ O(d, d)
similar as U in equations (2.2) and (2.3). This redefinition by VJ I does not give rise to new
backgrounds, because it signals only the redundancy of the freedom in the decomposition
between Ė and U in (2.1). However, under the rotation by V the generalised fluxes will be
rotated as F ′IJK = VI

UVJ
V VK

WFUVW and F ′I = VI
UFU . This shows that different forms

of the commutation relations of the pre-Roytenberg algebra rmay be in fact related by rigid
O(d, d) transformations, and therefore they need to be considered physically equivalent.
Hence, orbits are classified by equivalent classes, where the equivalence is given by a rigid
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O(d, d) change of basis. Nevertheless, in section 3 we will list them in the intuitive way
of figure 1, since the grouping into equivalent classes may require additional knowledge on
the pre-Roytenberg algebra. On the other hand, given a background with ĖAI and UIM ,
if we are able to find a U ′IM that yields the same generalised fluxes up to a rigid O(d, d)
transformation, then we can apply a compensating transformation on ĖAI to make sure
that FABC ,FA remain invariant.

Another interesting rigid O(d, d) transformation, that now can give rise to new in-
equivalent representatives for the twist U , is

UI
M → ŨI

M = WI
JUJ

M , (2.24)

where again WI
J is decomposed in terms of a costant matrix WI

J ∈ O(d, d) similar as U
in equations (2.2) and (2.3), and WI

J implements an automorphism of the pre-Roytenberg
algebra r. Notice that here we are not transforming ĖAI . In particular, the fact that W
is an automorphism, i.e. it satisfies

WI
I′WJ

J ′WK
K′FI′J ′K′ = FIJK , (2.25)

guarantees that the transformation (2.24) leaves the generalised fluxes FIJK invariant.
When studying (super)gravity solution-generating techniques we additionally require the
automorphism to satisfy WI

JFJ = FI . In this case, if UIM is a representative, than the
transformation (2.24) generates a new representative ŨIM = WI

JUJ
M . Let us point out

that — since W ∈ O(d, d) — after this transformation the twist can still be parametrized
as in (2.20). When viewing the transformation as a solution-generating technique, it will
be important to understand in which cases W gives rise to gauge transformations in Hgeom.
This may be complicated to discuss in general, but in certain explicit examples particular
conclusions can be made. For instance in the (F )-orbit, modding out by GL(d) transfor-
mations requires the automorphism W to be outer. Interestingly, when r is not semisimple
outer automorphisms may also involve continuous parameters. For example, given a 2-
cocyle ω : r→ r (see section 3.2 for the definition), then W = exp(ζω) is an automorphism
of the algebra with ζ ∈ R a continuous parameter. In order to avoid having W inner we
have to impose that ω is not coboundary. Notice finally that using (2.23), the transforma-
tion by W in (2.24) may equally be seen as leaving the twist U invariant but transforming
the spectator contribution ĖAI of the background as ĖAI → ĖA

JW I
J .

In general O(d, d) transformations with “off-diagonal” components will reshuffle the
types of fluxes in complicated ways. Given the commutation relations (2.12), an O(d, d)
redefinition T′I = hI

JTJ with13

VI
J =

(
δij + (βb)ij βij

bij δi
j

)
, (2.26)

13This is (2.20) where we take ρ = 1 since it does not rotate the fluxes. However here b and β are constant
antisymmetric matrices.
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gives rise to the rotated structure constants [T ′i , T ′j ] = F ′ij
kT ′k+H ′ijkT̃ ′k, [T ′i , T̃ ′j ] = Q′i

jkT ′k−
F ′ik

j T̃ ′k, [T̃ ′i, T̃ ′j ] = Q′k
ij T̃ ′k +R′ijkT ′k, where

H ′ijk = Hijk + 3F[ij
lbk]l − 3bl[ibj|mQ|k]

lm + bilbjmbknR
lmn,

F ′ij
k = Fij

k − 3F[ij
lbm]lβ

mk −Hijlβ
lk + 2bl[iQj]lk + 3bl[ibj|mQ|n]

lmβnk − bilbjmbpnRlmnβpk

+ bilbjmR
lmk,

Q′i
jk = Qi

jk + 4bl[iQm]
l[kβj]m + 3bl[ibm|pQ|n]

lpβnjβmk − 2Fil[jβk]l + 3F[in
lbm]lβ

njβmk

+Himnβ
jmβkn + bilR

ljk − 2bilbmnRln[jβk]m + βl[jβk]nblmbnpR
mpqbqi,

R′ijk = Rijk − 3blmβl[iRjk]m − 3βl[iRj|mpβ|k]qblmbpq − βilβjnβkrblmbnpbqrRmpq

+ 3Qn[ijβk]n − 6Qnl[iβj|nβ|k]mblm − 3βl[iβj|nβ|k]qblmbpqQn
mp

+ 3βl[iFlmjβk]m + 3βl[iβj|mβ|k]pbnpFlm
n + βilβjmβknHlmn. (2.27)

Given a certain representative of a specific orbit, one may want to apply such an O(d, d)
transformation to see if it can be rotated to a different orbit with less (or just different)
types of fluxes turned on. In section 3 we will often use this possibility to go from one orbit
to another by means of rigid O(d, d) transformations. Alternatively, the above expressions
may be used to classify the automorphisms of r implemented by b- and β-shifts. Another
important case is to take U ′ = TU related by the rigid T -transformation14

TI
J =

(
0 δij

δij 0

)
, (2.28)

which leads to the usual T-duality-like relations among the fluxes

F ′i = δijFj , H ′ijk = δilδjmδknR
lmn, Q′i

jk = δilδ
jmδknFmn

l,

F ′i = δijF j , R′ijk = δilδjmδknHlmn, F ′ij
k = δilδjmδ

knQn
lm.

(2.29)

This mechanism is what allows us to describe solution-generating techniques that involve
also rigid T -transformations, like abelian/non-abelian/Poisson-Lie T-duality.

Let us remark that the concept of “Poisson-Lie plurality” — namely the possibility
of decomposing the same Drinfel’d double d in terms of different choices of subalgebras
d = g⊕ g̃ = g′ ⊕ g̃′ — can be understood as the transformation of U by a constant O(d, d)
matrix V as in (2.23). What we have here is a generalisation of the traditional definition
of PL plurality in the sense that we do not require r to have the structure of a Drinfel’d
double, and any O(d, d) transformation may in principle be considered, even those relating
different orbits.15

Let us now look at the explicit expressions for the components of the fluxes in the
parametrisation (2.20) used for the twist U . One has

FIJK = δ[I
iδJ

jδK]
k Hijk + 3δ[I

iδJ
jδK]k Fij

k + 3δ[I
iδJjδK]k Qi

jk + δ[IiδJjδK]k R
ijk,

FI = δIi F i + δI
i Fi,

(2.30)
14The matrix form of TIJ and ηIJ coincide, but notice the different position of indices in the two defini-

tions.
15For explicit examples on how to relate representatives of the (F,H) and of the (F,Q) orbits see e.g. [56].
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where

Hijk ≡ Fijk = F[ijk], Fij
k ≡ Fijk = F[ij]

k,

Qi
jk ≡ Fijk = Fi[jk], Rijk ≡ F ijk = F [ijk],

(2.31)

are16

Hijk = 3(∂[ibjk] + w[ij
lbk]l),

Fij
k = wij

k + βklHijl

Qi
jk = ∂iβ

jk − 2βl[jFilk] + βl[jβk]mHilm

Rijk = −3βl[iQljk] + 3βl[iβj|mFlm|k] − βl[iβj|mβ|k]nHlmn.

(2.32)

Here we defined
∂i ≡ ρiµ∂µ, wij

k ≡ −2ρ[i
µρj]

ν∂µρν
k. (2.33)

To make wijk appear also in the generalised flux with one index, we rewrite λ = λ̄ −
1
2 log det ρ so that using d log det ρ = Tr(dρρ−1) we find

Fi = wij
j + 2∂iλ̄, F i = ∂jβ

ji + βik(wkjj + 2∂kλ̄) = ∂jβ
ji + βikFk. (2.34)

Notice that if wijk can be interpreted as structure constants of a Lie algebra, then its
definition is simply the Maurer-Cartan (MC) identity for ρ, which can then be taken of
MC form ρ = g−1dg = dyµρµ

iti, where ti ∈ Lie(G) are the generators of the Lie algebra
with structure constants wijk and g ∈ G. This happens for example for all orbits that
have Hijk = 0, since in this case the Bianchi identities imply that Fijk solves the Jacobi
identity and the above equations give Fijk = wij

k. We will see that the discussion for
orbits with non-vanishing H-flux is more complicated, and in the next section we present
some methods that we will use in this case.

2.4 Twist ansatz for orbits with H-flux

The methods explained in this section may be useful in general, but later we will actually
use them only for orbits which have non-vanishing Hijk, so this section is not necessary
for reading the discussion of the other orbits.17 The particular issue with non-vanishing
H-flux is that wijk may not be interpreted as structure constants of a Lie algebra (it may
not even be constant) and therefore ρ can not be taken of MC form. Nevertheless, we can
maintain a geometrical interpretation by exploiting the fact that the doubled manifold —
spanned locally by the coordinates yµ and their T-duals ỹµ̃ — can be interpreted as a group
manifold R associated to the pre-Roytenberg algebra r, equipped with the bilinear ad-
invariant form η of split signature. This is in fact the set-up also known as DFTWZW of [57]

16See for example [20] for similar expressions. The last two equations could be rewritten also as

Qi
jk = ∂iβ

jk − 2βl[jwilk] − βm[jβk]nHimn

Rijk = −3βl[i∂lβjk] − 3βl[iβj|mwlm|k] − βl[iβj|mβ|k]nHlmn.

17For a discussion on dealing with orbits with H 6= 0 without appealing to the methodology of this
section, see appendix F.
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and employed also in [22]. We decompose the group elements g(YM ) ∈ R specifically as
g(Y ) = m̃(ỹ)m(y), where m̃ = em̃i(ỹ)T̃ i and m = em

i(y)Ti , which is always possible locally.
Notice that the subspaces spanned by Ti and T̃ i are not necessarily Lie subalgebras of r.18

Let us introduce in r the adjoint action by m and the right-invariant one-form dmm−1 as

mTIm
−1 = MI

JTJ = e
admiTiTI , dmm−1 = dyMVM

ITI = dyµVµ
iTi + dyµVµiT̃

i.

(2.35)
We will denote the inverse of Vµi as Viµ, i.e. VµiViν = δνµ and ViµVµj = δji . The MC identity
for the one-form dmm−1 in r projected to the subspaces is

2∂[µVν]
i = Vµ

jVν
kFjk

i + 2V[µ
jVν]kQj

ki + VµjVνkR
ijk,

2∂[µVν]i = VµjVνkQi
jk + 2V[µ

jVν]kFij
k + Vµ

jVν
kHijk.

(2.36)

In addition, to first order in the expansion m = em
iTi , we haveMi

j = δi
j +mlFli

j +O(m2),
M i

j = δij −mlFlj
i + O(m2), Mij = mlHlij + O(m2) and M ij = mlQl

ij + O(m2), so that
we can take Mi

j and M i
j invertible at least in a certain neighborhood around the identity,

while Mij and M ij may not be invertible.
When the H-flux is non-vanishing, depending on the orbit in consideration, we will

consider two possible parametrisations for the twist UIM that are equivalent to further
specifications of the more general parametrisation given in (2.20). Essentially they encom-
pass an ansatz for the ρ-twist and a rewriting of the β- and b-twist of (2.20). In particular,
we will consider19

U
(1)
I

M =
(
δij + ξilωlj ξ

ij

ωij δi
j

)
I

JMJ
K

(
(V t)kµ 0

0 Vk
µ

)
K

M , (2.37)

or
U

(2)
I

M = MI
J

(
δjk + ξjlωlk ξ

jk

ωjk δj
k

)
J

K

(
(V t)kµ 0

0 Vk
µ

)
K

M , (2.38)

where the ξij , ωij that we use in U (1) and U (2) are different because of the different position
of the adjoint actionMI

J in the above expressions. In general a twist given by U (1) may not
be rewritten in the form of U (2), and viceversa, so generically speaking the two twists should
not be viewed as equivalent.20 When, respectively, M ij = 0 (Mij = 0) we will consider

18The interpretation given in [22] is that the physical manifold is understood as a coset R \M̃, where M̃
is parametrised by the ỹµ. This is possible only when the R-flux vanishes, since in this case the generators
T̃ i span a subalgebra of r. We will not need to appeal to this coset interpretation. The parametrisations
for the twists that we use manifestly satisfy the strong constraint.

19If we relaxed the strong constraint we could simply take for the twist the components of g−1dg , since
the MC identity would ensure that they satisfy the correct algebra relations. When imposing the strong
constraint this is not possible because of the non-invertibility of the would-be frame field. Therefore one
has to look for other solutions for the twists. Notice that U (2) is a generalisation of the twist used in [22],
which is necessary if one wants to be able to describe, for example, the so-called Yang-Baxter deformations.

20By equating the four block components of U (1)(ξ̃, ω̃) and U (2)(ξ, ω) we will have for M =
(
M1 M2

M3 M4

)
the relations ω̃ = (M4 +M3ξ)ωM−1

1 and ξ̃ = (M4 +M3ξ)−1M1ξ constraint with the consistency relations
ωM−1

1 M2 = (M4 + M3ξ)−1M3ξ and M1ξ(M4 + M3ξ)−1M3M
−1
1 M2 = M2(M4 + M3ξ)−1M3ξ. As we will

see these are consistent when M2 or M3 are vanishing. In general it may not be possible to solve these
constraints since M2 or M3 may not be invertible.
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U (1) (U (2)) since the inclusion of the adjoint action realises a simple shift21 of ωij (ξij) in
terms of Mij (M ij). Notice that both twists are automatically elements of O(d, d) since ξij
and ωij are antisymmetric matrices and the bilinear form η is ad-invariant. Furthermore
ξij and ωij depend only on the coordinates yµ such that the twists satisfy manifestly the
strong constraint.

In the case that the R-flux Rijk is vanishing and ξij = 0 the twist U (2)
I

M coincides
with the generalised frame fields of [22] in which a particular solution for ω was found for
general (F,H,Q)-flux. In fact, in the parametrisation U (2)

I
M we can generalise this solution

to include non-vanishing Rijk and ξij as well. In order to do so we follow [22] and observe
that the flux equations can be written as

FIJK = MI
I′MJ

J ′MK
K′(TI′J ′K′ + SI′J ′K′) = TIJK + SIJK , (2.39)

where,

TIJK = 3Û[I
M∂M (ÛJN )ÛK]N , ÛI

M =
(

(δij + ξilωlj)(V t)jµ ξijVjµ
ωij(V t)jµ Vi

µ

)
,

SIJK = 3Λ[I
LFJK]L, ΛIJ = ÛI

MVM
J =

(
ξikVk

µVµj ξ
ij

Vi
µVµj δi

j

)
,

(2.40)

and we have used the identity

∂MMI
J = VM

KMI
LFKLJ , (2.41)

as well as the fact that the adjoint action is an automorphism of r,

FIJK = MI
I′MJ

J ′MK
K′FI′J ′K′ . (2.42)

While the equations for Fijk, Qijk and Rijk become involved due to the presence of ξij , the
equation for Hijk is independent of ξij (and the inclusion of Rijk). In particular it reads

3ViµVjνVkρ∂[µωνρ] = −2Hijk − 3V[i
µFjk]

lVµl, (2.43)

where we have defined ωµν = Vµ
iωijVν

j . One can verify using (2.36) that a particular
solution for this (inhomogeneous) differential equation is given by ωinhom. = ω̄(2) − Ω(2)

where,
ω̄(2) = 1

2Vµ
iVνidy

µ ∧ dyν , (2.44)

which satisfies

∂[µω̄
(2)
νρ] = 1

2
(
−VµiVνjVρkHijk − V[µ

iVν
jVρ]kFij

k + V[µ
iVνjVρ]kQi

jk + VµiVνjVρkR
ijk
)
(2.45)

21If we considered instead U (2) (U (1)), the ρ-twist would receive a contribution from the (unknown) ωij
(ξij) which would further complicate the discussion.
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and Ω(2) chosen such that22

dΩ(2) = 1
12FIJK V I ∧ V J ∧ V K + 1

6R
ijk Vi ∧ Vj ∧ Vk. (2.46)

Notice that Ω(2) may not exist globally and an explicit expression can only be found by
choosing particular coordinates in a local patch. The most general solution to (2.43)
is then given by ωij = ωinhom.

ij + ωhom.
ij where ωhom.

ij is a closed two-form. Let us point
out that this is a solution for the ω form of U (2), and it is not a solution for the ω of
U (1) in (2.37). Furthermore, within parametrisation U (2), it is still necessary to solve
the other flux equations for Fijk, Qijk and Rijk in terms of the unknown ξij . Using the
equations (2.39) and (2.40) we find in particular

Sij
k = 2Fijk − 2Q[i

klΛj]l + ξklHijl + ξknΛnlFij l,
Si
jk = Qi

jk + ΛilRljk − 2Fil[jξk]l − 2ΛmlQil[jξk]m,

Sijk = 3Ql[ijξk]l + 3ΛmlRl[ijξk]m,

(2.47)

with Λij = Vi
µVµj , and

Tij
k = ŵij

k + ξklHijl,

Ti
jk = ∂̂iξ

jk − 2ξl[jŵilk] − ξm[jξk]nHimn,

T ijk = −3ξl[i∂̂lξjk] − 3ξl[iξj|mŵlm|k] − ξl[iξj|mξ|k]nHlmn,

(2.48)

where we have used eqs. (2.32) (by replacing βij with ξij and ρi
µ with Vi

µ) and defined
∂̂i = Vi

µ∂µ and ŵijk = −2V[i
µVj]

ν∂µVν
k. Using the MC identity (2.36) we have

ŵij
k = −Fijk + 2Q[i

klΛj]l − ΛilΛjmRlmk. (2.49)

The equations for ξij describing the (F,H,Q,R)-orbit can then be rewritten as

2ξklHijl + ξkmΛmlFij l − ΛilΛjmRlmk = 0, (2.50)
∂̂iξ

jk + 2Λilξm[jQm
k]l + ΛilRljk + 2ΛilΛmnξm[jRk]ln − ξm[jξk]nHimn = 0, (2.51)

3Ql[ijξk]l + 3ξl[iξj|mFlm|k] − 3ξl[iξj|mR|k]pqΛlpΛmq + 2ξl[iξj|mξ|k]nHlmn = Rijk, (2.52)

where in the latter equation we have used (2.51). Using (2.50) we can rewrite (2.52) also as

3Ql[ijξk]l + 3ξl[iξj|mFlm|k] − 2ΛlpΛmqξl[iξj|mR|k]pq − ξl[iξj|mξ|k]nΛnpFlmp = Rijk. (2.53)

We will not solve these equations in general, but rather use them when studying sub-orbits
with H 6= 0. Notice however that for a non-vanishing R-flux they do not allow a trivial
solution ξ = 0.

While we will use these methods to look at orbits with non-vanishing H-flux, let us
point out that the framework described here can cover the most general representatives of
the (F ), (Q), (F,Q) and (F,R) orbits derived later.

22When Rijk = 0, the three-form dΩ(2) takes a nice expression in terms of the group elements m, in
particular [22]

dΩ(2) = 1
12⟪dmm

−1, [dmm−1, dmm−1]⟫.
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Comments on other possible ansatze. The methodology described above to find
a suitable twist when H 6= 0 is far from the most general parametrisation considered
in (2.20): there are still several possibilities to generalise the two ansatze considered
in (2.37) and (2.38).

(i) The most obvious generalisation is to replace Vµi in (2.37) and (2.38) as Vµi → Aµ
νVν

i

for some matrix Aµν(y) which, to exclude diffeomorphisms, is not of the form ∂µa
ν

for some (vector) aν(y). Up to a rewriting, this is now equivalent to the general
parametrisation (2.20), which will be more convenient to use in practice.

(ii) Another possibility is to consider a different parametrisation of the group elements
g ∈ R. In particular we can take instead g(Y ) = m(ỹ)m̃(y), with m̃ = em̃i(y)T̃ i

and m = em
i(ỹ)Ti , and define all the quantities of the twist U in terms of the group

elements m̃ (so that, again, U manifestly satisfies the strong constraint). We define
M̃I

JTJ = m̃TIm̃
−1 and Ṽ = dm̃m̃−1 = dyµṼµiT̃

i + dyµṼµ
iTi. When trying to find

non-trivial solutions for the equivalent of ξij , this parametrisation could be convenient
when the generators T̃ i span a subalgebra of r such that Ṽµi = 0 and M̃ ij = 0. In
that case, we can consider the following twists

Ũ
(3)
I

M =
(
δjk + ξjlωlk ξ

jk

ωjk δj
k

)
I

JM̃J
K

(
δkl(Ṽ t)lµ 0

0 δklṼ
lµ

)
K

M , (2.54)

Ũ
(4)
I

M = M̃I
J

(
δjk + ξjlωlk ξ

jk

ωjk δj
k

)
J

K

(
δkl(Ṽ t)lµ 0

0 δklṼ
lµ

)
K

M , (2.55)

where we have included a rigid T -transformation, and where we have denoted the
inverse of Ṽµi as Ṽ iµ. Because M̃ ij = 0 these two parametrisations are actually
equivalent. When span(T̃ i) does not form a subalgebra, however, we expect that not
much is gained compared to the parametrisations of (2.37) and (2.38).

Although we will not consider these generalisations further, it would certainly be inter-
esting to systematically understand whether non-trivial and inequivalent solutions for ξ
can be found in specific orbits within these other ansatze. See also appendix F for some
further comments.

3 Classification of orbits

In the following we will discuss the orbits found by turning on all combinations of the
fluxes F,H,Q and R as in figure 1. Let us remark that when looking at solution-generating
techniques in supergravity we want to impose that both FIJK = F ′IJK and FI = F ′I , while
when looking at canonical transformations of σ-models it is enough to impose FIJK =
F ′IJK . That means that there may be certain (classical) canonical transformations of
the σ-model that cannot be interpreted as supergravity solution-generating techniques.
Examples of this kind are non-unimodular homogeneous Yang-Baxter deformations, that
will be discussed in the (F )-orbit (see [58] for some exceptions in this class).
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3.1 ∅

The simplest orbit is the one where all fluxes are zero. From the equation for Fijk one gets
wij

k = 0, which can be solved up to GL(d) transformations by ρµi = δiµ. The equation
for Hijk can be solved at least locally by taking bij constant up to gauge transformations.
Finally, the equation for Qijk is solved by taking also βij constant, and the equation for
Rijk is automatically satisfied. If the space is compact,23 this is the example of the d-
dimensional torus with no flux, decorated with constant b- and β-shifts.

3.2 F

In this orbit we assume that the only non-vanishing flux is the F -flux. First let us discuss
the restrictions imposed by the Bianchi identities. They imply that Fijk satisfies the Jacobi
identity. We will call g the corresponding Lie algebra with generators Ti ∈ g. The remaining
generators T̃ i of the pre-Roytenberg algebra r form an abelian algebra g̃, so that we have
r = g⊕ g̃. Moreover FijkFk = 0 and FikjFk = 0 imply that

Fk = 0 if Tk ∈ [g, g], Fk = 0 if Tk /∈ Z(g), (3.1)

where [g, g] is the derived algebra and Z(g) is the center of the algebra. Notice that
for semisimple algebras this means that Fi = 0 and F i = 0. Finally we also have the
orthogonality condition F iFi = 0.

Let us now turn to solving the equations (2.32) for the fluxes in terms of the functions
ρ, b, β appearing in the parametrisation of the twist U . First we have Fijk = wij

k and,
therefore, the definition of wijk in (2.33) reads like the (left) MC identity. Although
we can take ρ of MC form, this solution can be generalised by taking ρi

µ = Wi
j ρ̄j

µ

with ρ̄ = ḡ−1dḡ of MC form for a ḡ ∈ G and W an automorphism of the Lie algebra,
Wi

lWj
mFlm

n = Fij
kWk

n. To mod out by GL(d) diffeomorphisms, we have to take W to
be an outer automorphism. The dressing by the automorphismW will burden the following
expressions, but we prefer to keep W explicitly because different outer automorphisms W
will correspond to inequivalent representatives.

Solving for Hijk = 0 globally is a question about the second de Rham cohomology of
the manifold. It is well known that if g is the Lie algebra of the compact and connected
Lie group G, then the n-th cohomology group Hn(G) with real coefficients is isomorphic to
Hn(g,R), the n-th Chevalley-Eilenberg Lie algebra cohomology with coefficients in R [59].
In other words, one has to impose Hijk = 0 with bij constant, which leads to the equa-
tion F[ij

lbk]l = 0 implying that bij is a constant 2-cocycle. It is useful to rewrite this in
operatorial form. Given a 2-cocycle ωij solving F[ij

lωk]l = 0 one can construct a linear
operator ω : g→ g such that ωTi = ωijT

j , where algebra indices are raised24 and lowered
with a symmetric invariant bilinear form on the algebra, κij = 〈Ti, Tj〉. Then the 2-cocycle
condition in operatorial form reads

ω[x, y] = [ωx, y] + [x, ωy], x, y ∈ g. (3.2)
23Remember that for Rd the second de Rham cohomology is trivial, and the exact bij can be gauged away.
24Notice that when we write T i we mean T i = κijTj , which is different from the other generators T̃ i of r.
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Because we want to mod out by gauge transformations of the B-field, we have to impose that
bij is not coboundary, in other words bij 6= Fij

kxk for some constants xk, or equivalently
in operatorial form b 6= adx for some constant x ∈ g. If g is semisimple, all 2-cocycles
are 2-coboundaries — the second Lie algebra cohomology is trivial. Therefore, in the
compact case interesting solutions to Hijk = 0 are possible only for g non-semisimple. In
the non-compact case there is no general theorem relating the Lie algebra and de Rham
cohomologies.25 Putting global issues aside, the equation Hijk = 0 may be solved for
example by bij = b̂ij+ˆ̂

bij with b̂ij = 〈ω̂Ti, Tj〉 and ˆ̂
bij = 〈 ˆ̂ωgTi, Tj〉, where ˆ̂ωg = W−1◦ ˆ̂ωḡ◦W ,

ˆ̂ωḡ = Ad−1
ḡ ◦ ˆ̂ω ◦Adḡ and both ω̂ and ˆ̂ω are constant 2-cocycles that are not 2-coboundaries.

The equation for βij coming from Qi
jk = 0 is

∂iβ
jk − 2βl[jFilk] = 0, (3.3)

and its most generic solution is

βij = 〈rg(T i), (T j)〉 , (3.4)

with rg = W−1 ◦ rḡ ◦W , rḡ = Ad−1
ḡ ◦r ◦Adḡ and r a constant and antisymmetric rt = −r

linear operator on the algebra. Transposition is understood with respect to the ad-invariant
symmetric bilinear form of g, i.e. 〈x, ry〉 = 〈rtx, y〉. It is easy to argue that the above is
the most general solution. In fact, we may view r ≡ AdḡW ◦ β ◦ W−1 Ad−1

ḡ just as a
redefinition of the variables for which we want to solve the equation. But then, by using
dAdg = Adg adg−1dg, one finds that the differential equation for β is equivalent to ∂µrij = 0,
and therefore r must be constant.

The equation Rijk = 0 reads

βl[iβj|mFlm
|k] = 0, (3.5)

which is known as the classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE) on g. Therefore both βij

and rij must solve the CYBE. To rewrite it in operatorial form we may introduce the
linear operator r : g→ g such that rT i = rijTj . Then the CYBE is

[rx, ry]− r([rx, y] + [x, ry]) = 0, ∀x, y ∈ g. (3.6)

Notice that r may come with an overall continuous parameter — in fact its entries may
depend on several independent parameters — so that we can interpret it as a deformation
of a representative with β = 0.

It is simple to discuss the rigid O(d, d) automorphisms that leave this orbit invariant.
From (2.27) one sees that the algebra is invariant if and only if F[ij

lbk]l = 0 and Fil[jβk]l =
0. The former is a constant b-shift by a 2-cocycle, while the latter a constant β-shift
where β commutes with the adjoint action on the algebra. Both are included in the
above solutions.26

25For example R2 is de Rham trivial, but the 2-dimensional abelian algebra has non-trivial Lie algebra
cohomology. In fact it admits a non-trivial 2-cocycle giving rise to the three-dimensional Heisenberg-
Weyl algebra.

26Notice that for such β one has rḡ = r because the adjoint action commutes with β.
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One also finds

Fi = Fij
j + 2∂iλ̄, F i = −βjkFjki + 2βij∂j λ̄. (3.7)

Notice that for consistency ∂iλ̄ must be constant which means ∂µ(ρiν∂ν λ̄) = 0. This in
turn implies ∂µ∂ν λ̄ = ∂µρν

iρi
ε∂ελ̄. Antisymmetrising in µ, ν and using the invertibility of

ρ one gets the condition
Fij

kρk
µ∂µλ̄ = 0. (3.8)

If an algebra g is such that its derived algebra is strictly a subalgebra [g, g] ⊂ g, i.e. there
are certain generators of g not contained in [g, g], then for those generators ∂iλ̄ is not set to
zero by (3.8). Solvable algebras are examples of this kind of algebras, and in this case one
may have ∂iλ̄ = constant but λ̄ not constant. If the algebra is semisimple, then the above
equation (and the invertibility of ρ) imply λ̄ constant. Notice in addition that β must be
such that F i is constant.

To summarise, the (F )-orbit contains representatives that are invariant under a group
G of isometries. They are found by taking ρ of MC form and setting β = 0. From these
representatives one may construct the so-called Yang-Baxter (YB) deformations. They
are found by switching on β of the above form, in general multiplied by a deformation
parameter. We refer to the section on the (F,R)-orbit for a discussion on the relation of
YB-deformations to PL-plurality. Finally we have also included the possibility of outer
automorphisms in this (F )-orbit.

Comments on Yang-Baxter deformations. Notice that if we start from an isometric
background (β = 0) then F i = 0, and if we turn on a YB deformation (β 6= 0) then to have
invariance of F we must have βjkFjki = 2βij∂j λ̄. If the original dilaton is isometric (λ̄ is
constant), then this implies the unimodularity condition for β and r [60]. Otherwise it looks
like a generalisation of this condition. We can use YB deformations to give an example
of the discussion on the geometric interpretation of the backgrounds as in appendix B.1,
and see how the fluxes in curved indices change under a YB deformation of an isometric
background. We refer to [61] for a comprehensive review on non-geometric backgrounds
in string theory. As the starting point (β = b = 0) we take a background that has only
non-vanishing Fµνρ. From (B.15) with

hM
N =

(
δµν −β′µν

−b′µν δµν + b′µρβ
′ρν

)
, where β′µν = ρi

µρj
νβ′ij , b′µν = ρµ

iρν
jb′ij ,

(3.9)
one finds that the fluxes in curved indices after the transformation are

H ′µνρ = 6b′δ[µ|β′δαFα|νγb′ρ]γ ,

F ′µν
ρ = Fµν

ρ + 4b′δ[µβ′α[ρFν]α
δ],

Q′µ
νρ = 2β′β[νFµβ

ρ],

R′µνρ = 0,

(3.10)

where we used the 2-cocycle condition for b and the CYBE for β. Notice that we have the
relations

F ′µν
ρ = Fµν

ρ + 2b′δ[µQ′ν]
ρδ, H ′µνρ = 3

2b
′
α[ρF

′
µν]

α. (3.11)
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To conclude, Rµνρ remains vanishing, but it is possible to shift Fµνρ and generate Hµνρ and
Qµ

νρ. In general YB backgrounds have therefore an interpretation as T-folds, see also [62].

3.3 Q

The (Q)-orbit is related to the previous one by a rigid T -transformation. Because the (F )-
orbit contains isometric backgrounds, the (Q)-orbit will contain their non-abelian T-duals.
Similarly to the previous case, Bianchi identities imply the Jacobi identity for Qijk. Now
the generators T̃ i span a non-abelian algebra g̃, while the generators Ti span an abelian
algebra g so that r = g⊕ g̃.

The conditions Fijk = wij
k = 0 and Hijk = 0 may be solved as in the (∅)-orbit by

taking ρiµ = δi
µ and, at least locally, b constant up to gauge transformations. The equation

Qi
jk = ∂iβ

jk is the interesting one in this orbit and it is easily integrated to

βij = yµδµ
kQk

ij + ω̃ij , (3.12)

with ω̃ij the constants of integration. Finally, imposing Rijk = 0 at each order in y and
using the Jacobi identity for Qijk, we find that ω̃ must be a 2-cocycle of g̃

Ql
[ijω̃k]l = 0. (3.13)

Notice that in this case the role of upper and lower indices is exchanged compared to the
previous (F )-orbit. The 2-cocycle ω̃ may be multiplied by an overall continuous parameter
— in fact its entries may depend on several independent parameters — so that we can
think of it as a deformation of the ω̃ = 0 case. Also in this discussion the above solutions
are already including the rigid O(d, d) transformations of the pre-Roytenberg algebra r

under consideration.
For the generalised flux with one index we have

Fi = 2∂iλ̄, F i = Qj
ji + 2ω̃ik∂kλ̄+ 2yjQj ik∂kλ̄. (3.14)

Constancy of the fluxes implies λ̄ = αiy
i + λ̄0 and Qj

ikαk = 0, for all i, j, for some
constants αi and λ̄0. Therefore the fluxes become Fi = 2αi, and F i = Qj

ji + 2ω̃ikαk.
Bianchi identities imply

Qi
jkFk = 0, Qk

ijFk = 0, F iFi = 0, (3.15)

which again imply that Fk = 0 if T̃ k /∈ Z(g̃) and Fk = 0 if T̃ k ∈ [g̃, g̃]. Notice that the
first and third conditions above hold thanks to Qj ikαk = 0 and antisymmetry of ω̃. The
second condition reads QkijQllk + 2Qkijω̃klαl = 0. Recall that in the case of g̃ semisimple
we have the stronger conditions Fi = F i = 0.

The fact that the (F )- and (Q)-orbits are related by a rigid T -transformation means
that starting with an Fij

k we can relate it to a Q′ijk as Fijk = δilδjmδ
knQ′n

lm. Similarly,
Fi = δijF

′j and F i = δijF ′j , and the generators are identified as Ti = δij T̃
′j , T i = δij T̃ ′j so

that the roles of g and g̃ are exchanged.
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Comments on non-abelian T-duality. If the starting point is an isometric background
with only Fijk 6= 0, the above β with ω̃ij = 0 is in fact the β-twist of non-abelian T-duality
(NATD), as can be easily seen by comparing to (2.4). Starting from Fi = Fij

j + 2∂iλ̄ and
F i = 0 in the (F )-orbit, then invariance of the fluxes implies F ′i = 2αi = 0 in the Q′-orbit,
and also Q′jji = δik(Fkjj + 2∂kλ̄) which means ∂iλ̄ = −Fijj . For an isometric dilaton λ̄ is
constant, and one gets also in this case a unimodularity condition Fij

j = 0 which is the
anomaly-free condition of [7, 8]. Let us use the example of NATD to see how the fluxes
in curved indices can transform, following the discussion of appendix B.1. We start again
with an isometric background where only Fµνρ 6= 0. From (B.15) we have

hM
N =

(
−δµ̃iβ̃ijδjkρνk δµ̃iδ

ijρj
ν

δµ̃
i(1 + b̃β̃)ijδjkρνk −δµ̃ib̃ijδjkρkν

)
=
(

−β̃µ̃ν ρµ̃ν

ρtµ̃ν + (b̃β̃)µ̃ν −b̃µ̃ν

)
, (3.16)

where β̃µ̃ν = δµ̃iβ̃
ijδjkρν

k and b̃µ̃
ν = δµ̃

ib̃ijδ
jkρk

ν . We are being explicit in writing all
tensors and indices, and we prefer to use a tilde (rather than a prime) both on the functions
and on the coordinate indices when they refer to the NATD representative of the (Q)-orbit.
After the NATD transformation the fluxes are

H̃µ̃ν̃ρ̃ = 3δ[µ̃
iδν̃

jδρ̃]k b̃i
lb̃j

mFlm
k

F̃µ̃ν̃
ρ̃ = 2δ[µ̃

iδν̃]jδ
ρ̃k b̃i

lFlk
j

Q̃µ̃
ν̃ρ̃ = δµ̃iδ

ν̃jδρ̃kFjk
i,

R̃µ̃ν̃ρ̃ = 0.

(3.17)

where we used that β̃ is a 2-cocycle for the Lie algebra with structure constants Qijk. Notice
that Q̃µ̃ν̃ρ̃ is always non-zero when we dualise a non-abelian algebra, and the background
has the interpretation of a T-fold. If we turn on b̃ we can also generate geometric fluxes.
Finally we have the relations F̃µνρ = 2b̃δ[µQ̃ν]

ρδ, H̃µνρ = −3
2 b̃α[ρF̃µν]

α, notice the different
sign in the last equation compared to the YB case.

Comments on “deformed T-duals”. When in the (Q)-orbit we turn on ω̃ij (which
may include an overall deformation parameter) we generate representatives that can be
understood as deformations of NATD, and that in [63] were called “deformed T-duals”
(DTD). See also [36, 64]. It turns our that YB-deformations are actually related to DTD
models [63, 65], and here we rephrase this fact in O(d, d) language. In order to do that we
will take the point of view of the YB-deformation, and for this reason we will have structure
constants Fijk for the non-abelian Lie algebra g. This also means that we will need to lower
the indices of ω̃ with deltas ω̃ij = δikδjlω̃

kl to take care of the duality relation. First let us
point out that in the above discussion g does not need to be semisimple. Actually, if we want
ω̃ij to generate a non-trivial deformation from the point of view of DTD, then we must
take g non semisimple.27 Therefore in the following we will not assume semisimplicity.

27In fact, given that the second Lie algebra cohomology of semisimple algebras is trivial, any ω̃ij would be
a coboundary (i.e. ω̃ij = Fij

kck for some ck). Therefore we could remove ω̃ by redefining the coordinates.
It may still be interesting to consider ω̃ coboundary because we can still relate to it YB deformations, as
we are about to see. These will be equivalent to NATD only when the deformation parameter takes finite
values, the limit η → 0 being degenerate. Prominent examples are Jordanian deformations, see [33, 66].
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Nevertheless, we will assume that g is a subalgebra of an algebra f that admits a non-
degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form κ. If Ti are generators of g, we generate the
subalgebra g∗ of f by T i, where we use κ−1 to raise the indices of Ti. We can think of ω̃
as a linear operator in f if we restrict it to the subalgebras ω̃ : g→ g∗. Let us now assume
that ω̃ is invertible in this restriction and let us call r : g∗ → g the inverse of ω̃. This
means that rω̃ = P and ω̃r = P T , where P, P T project on g, g∗ respectively. Because ω̃ is
a 2-cocycle in g, r satisfies the CYBE (on the whole f). Now, given the coordinates y used
in the DTD model, let us consider the following change of coordinates

y = ζP T
1−Ad−1

ḡ

log Adḡ
ω̃ log ḡ, ḡ ∈ G. (3.18)

Here y = yµδµiT
i ∈ g∗. One can prove that this change of coordinates implies [64]

P T (ady +ζω̃)P = ζP T (ω̃ḡ)P, dy = ζP T (ω̃ḡ ḡ−1dḡ), (3.19)

where ω̃ḡ = Ad−1
ḡ ω̃Adḡ, which in components read28

yµδµkfij
k + ζω̃ij = ζ(ω̃ḡ)ij , dyµ = ζdȳν ρ̄ν

i(ω̃ḡ)ijδjµ, (3.20)

where we define ρ̄ such that dȳν ρ̄νiTi = ḡ−1dḡ. We can take into account the above change
of coordinates in the twist Ũ under consideration by using the above substitution and
Jacobian, so that

Ũ =
(

0 δ
δ 0

)(
1 β̃
0 1

)
→ Ū =

(
0 δ
δ 0

)(
1 ζδωḡδ
0 1

)(
ζ(ρ̄ωḡδ)t 0

0 ζ−1(ρ̄ωḡδ)−1

)
(3.21)

where the last matrix implements the Jacobian, and we are writing explicitly the δij or δij
while omitting the indices. A straightforward calculation gives

Ū =
(

0 ηrḡρ̄
−1

−ζωḡρ̄t ρ̄−1

)
=
(

1 ηrḡ
0 1

)(
1 0
−ζωḡ 1

)(
ρ̄t 0
0 ρ̄−1

)
(3.22)

where we used that r is the inverse of ω and η = ζ−1. Thanks to a diffeomorphism, we
were therefore able to rewrite the twist of DTD in terms of the one of a YB-deformation,
plus a shift of b so that Hijk = 0. Interestingly, this Ū is not included in the discussion of
appendix C.

3.4 R

Having H = F = Q = 0 immediately implies that R = 0. Indeed, it is well-known that
the (R)-orbit is not realisable when imposing the strong constraint. Notice that therefore
we cannot include the rigid T -transformation of the (H)-orbit as a solution-generating
technique.

28When writing the equations in components we are automatically implementing the projectors, because
the indices i, j were restricted to g from the beginning.
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3.5 F,Q

In the (F,Q)-orbit the Bianchi identities imply that both the F - and Q-flux satisfy the
Jacobi identity on their own, and in addition there is an identity mixing them

Fij
kQk

lm − 4Q[i
k[lFj]k

m] = 0. (3.23)

Hence, F and Q can be interpreted as the structure constants of Lie algebras g and g̃

respectively, with generators Ti and T̃ i. Together with the ad-invariant pairing η the
structure r = g⊕ g̃ is known as a Drinfel’d double. Furthermore the Bianchi’s for FI read

Fij
kFk = 0, Qk

ijFk = 0, Qi
jkFk − FikjFk = 0, FkFk = 1

2Fij
kQk

ij . (3.24)

The first two identities imply

Fi = 0 if Ti ∈ [g, g], F i = 0 if T i ∈ [g̃, g̃]. (3.25)

Finally notice that by tracing the mixed Jacobi identity (3.23) over i = l and j = m we
can also write the last identity as FiF i = Qi

jiFjk
k.

Let us now solve the flux equations (2.32) for the twist U(ρ, b, β). The solution for
the ρ- and b-twist found from the F - and H-flux equation, respectively, are equivalent to
the solutions derived and explained in the (F )-orbit, see section 3.2. Recall that, up to
diffeomorphisms, we have ρiµ = Wi

j ρ̄j
µ withW an outer automorphism of g and ρ̄ = ḡ−1dḡ

of (left-invariant) MC form. The β-twist, however, must now solve

Qi
jk = ∂iβ

jk + 2β[j|lFil
k]. (3.26)

Notice that this is a linear inhomogeneous partial differential equations (PDE). The most
general solution to such equations is found by adding the most general homogeneous so-
lution to a particular solution βinhom. of (3.26). The β-twist of Poisson-Lie symmetric
backgrounds [11, 12, 67], appropriately dressed by the automorphism W , is an example of
such a particular solution. It is given by

βijinhom. = ⟪Adḡ−1 ·P ·Adḡ W̃ (T̃ i), W̃ (T̃ j)⟫, (3.27)

where W̃ = W−t is an automorphism of g̃, P projects on g, and recall that we have defined
the bracket ⟪TI ,TJ⟫ = ηIJ .29 The most general homogeneous solution is known from the
discussion in the (F )-orbit, i.e. given by (3.4), which we denote here as

βijhom. = η〈rḡ(T i), T j〉, (3.28)

where, recall, rḡ ≡ W−1 ◦ Ad−1
ḡ ◦r ◦ Adḡ ◦W , rt = −r and T i = κijTj with κij = 〈Ti, Tj〉.

Notice also that here we explicitly introduce a deformation parameter η. At this point this
is not necessary, but we can do it because we are solving a homogeneous equation, and it
will be useful to solve for the R-flux equation. Therefore, turning on βhom. can be seen as

29The property W̃ = W−t follows from requiring that W and W̃ form an automorphism in the Drinfel’d
double as W (r) = W̃ (g̃)⊕W (g) which preserves the bilinear form ηIJ .
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a deformation of the PL-symmetric background at η = 0. Concluding, the most general
solution to (3.26) is βij = βijinhom. + βijhom.. Solving for Rijk = 0 gives additional algebraic
conditions on the operator r. In particular, by expanding order by order in η, it must
satisfy the equations30

2βl[iinhom.β
j|m
hom.Flm

|k] − βl[ihom.Ql
jk] = 0, (3.29)

β
l[i
hom.β

j|m
hom.Flm

|k] = 0, (3.30)

where we have used the identity βl[iinhom.β
j|m
inhom.Flm

|k]−βl[iinhom.Ql
jk] = 0 (see e.g. [67]). There-

fore, from the second condition we find again the requirement that r must satisfy the
CYBE (3.6).31 The first condition, on the other hand, should be viewed as a compatibility
condition between βinhom. and βhom.. In order to interpret it in a field-independent way it
will be convenient to write out the components of the adjoint action by ḡ in the Drinfel’d
double r,

ḡTiḡ
−1 = (Adḡ)ijTj , ḡT̃ iḡ−1 = (Adḡ)ijTj + (Adḡ)ij T̃ j . (3.31)

From Adḡ ∈ O(d, d) and Adḡ ◦Adḡ−1 = 1 we can derive the relations (Adḡ)ij = (Adḡ−1)j i,
(Adḡ−1)ij = (Adḡ)ji and (Adḡ)ij = −(Adḡ−1)li(Adḡ)ml(Adḡ)mj . The solution for βij can
now be written as

βij = (W−1)liβ̄lm(W−1)mj , β̄ij = (Adḡ)il(Adḡ−1)lj+η(Adḡ−1)lirlm(Adḡ−1)mj . (3.32)

Using the previous relations, the automorphism properties for W and those for Adḡ in r,
in particular using

Qi
jk = (Adḡ)il(Adḡ−1)mj(Adḡ−1)nkQlmn − 2(Adḡ)il(Adḡ−1)m[j(Adḡ)k]nFln

m, (3.33)

we find that the compatibility condition (3.29) takes the following simple form

rl[iQl
jk] = 0, (3.34)

which is the condition of rij being a 2-cocycle of g̃.
It is interesting to see in which cases we are genuinely in the (F,Q)-orbit modulo rigid

O(d, d) transformations. From (2.27) we find that we can turn off the Q-flux — and thus
describe only the (F )-orbit — when it is of the form Qi

jk = 2Fil[jβk]l for some constant
antisymmetric βij which satisfies the CYBE βl[iFlm

jβk]m = 0 on g. Equivalently, the F -
flux can be turned off by a rigid O(d, d) when it is of the form F kij = −2bl[iQj]lk for some
constant antisymmetric b that satisfies the CYBE bl[ibjmQk]

lm = 0 on g̃.
For the generalised flux FI we have

Fi = Fij
j + 2∂iλ̄, F i = Qj

ji − βjlFjli + 2βij∂j λ̄. (3.35)
30This is where the explicit parameter η becomes useful. Because of the presence of η, the R-flux equation

gives two equations for βinhom. and βhom. which have a nice interpretation. However this splitting is not
necessary, and in general one gets one single algebraic constraint on β.

31Let us point out that when g̃ is abelian, and thus Qijk is vanishing, then βijinhom. = 0, and we safely
reduce to the most general representative of the (F )-orbit in which r must satisfy the CYBE.
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Similarly to the (F )-orbit we must have that Fijk∂kλ̄ = 0 such that ∂iλ̄ = αi, and thus Fi,
is constant. Additionally, notice that the β-twist must be such that F i is constant. One
can verify that this is already implied by using the ordinary Jacobi identities, the trace of
the mixed Jacobi identity (3.23) over j,m and the mixed Bianchi identity for F i and Fi.

Summarising, in this orbit we identified the possibility of a generalisation of a homoge-
neous YB-deformation — compatible as a 2-cocycle with the Q-flux — which deforms the
ordinary PL symmetric backgrounds [11, 12] described previously in the literature.32 Inter-
estingly these deformations can be implemented even when the initial background has no
isometry, in contrast to the usual homogeneous YB-deformations described in the (F )-orbit.

3.6 F,R

In the (F,R)-orbit the Bianchi identities imply that Fijk are the structure constants of the
Lie algebra g generated by Ti and that the R-flux satisfies Fnm[kRij]n = 0. In turn the latter
implies the (weaker) condition that Rijk = κilκjmκknR

lmn with κij = 〈Ti, Tj〉 is a 3-cocycle
of g. For the fluxes with one-index we must impose that FijkFk = Fik

jFk = RijkFk = 0
as well as the orthogonality FiF i = 0. Hence we must have the same conditions as given
in (3.1) together with RijkFk = 0.

The solutions for (ρ, b, β) to the flux equations (2.32) are equivalent to the solutions of
the (F )-orbit apart from the condition that follows from the R-flux equation. Hence, the
expression for the β-twist is given in (3.4) and the solution for ρ is given by ρiµ = Wi

j ρ̄j
µ,

where W is an outer automorphism and ρ̄ = ḡ−1dḡ is a left-invariant MC of g. The R-flux
equation now reads by using W,Adḡ ∈ Aut(g)

(Wḡ)li(Wḡ)mj(Wḡ)nkRlmn = 3rl[irj|mFlm|k], Wḡ ≡W ·Adḡ . (3.36)

Using the fact that in r the adjoint action by ḡ is of block-diagonal form, i.e. (Adḡ)ij =
(Adḡ)ij = 0, and that Adḡ is an automorphism of r, one can derive the following iden-
tity (Adḡ)li(Adḡ)mj(Adḡ)nkRlmn = Rijk, so that the condition (3.36) is in reality field-
independent and can be written as

Rijk = 3r̄l[ir̄j|mFlm|k], r̄ij ≡ (W−1)lirlm(W−1)mj . (3.37)

A natural choice is to take the R-flux of the form

Rijk = ακilκjmFlm
k, (3.38)

which is a 3-cocycle of g, and where α is a real constant. This is of course always a
possible choice. Assuming it from now on, (3.37) requires that r solves the modified CYBE
(mCYBE), that is

[rx, ry]− r([rx, y] + [x, ry]) = −c2[x, y], ∀x, y ∈ g, (3.39)

with, up to redefinitions of the r operator, c2 = α = {−1,+1}. Here c2 = 1 is known as
a split r-matrix while c2 = −1 as a non-split r-matrix. Notice that when r satisfies the

32As in the case of the standard homogeneous YB-deformation of the (F )-orbit, it should be possible to
understand also this case as a version of PL plurality, and it would be interesting to see this explicitly.
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mCYBE then so does r̄. Turning on an outer automorphism W can therefore be seen as
mapping different solutions of the mCYBE to each other. When g is a semisimple (and
bosonic) Lie algebra, the canonical solution of the mCYBE is known as the Drinfel’d-Jimbo
r-matrix [68, 69] which is unique [70] up to a GL(l,C) freedom on the Cartan subalgebra
(CSA) directions of g with l the rank of g. In particular the canonical Drinfel’d-Jimbo
r-matrix is given in a Cartan-Weyl basis of the complexified algebra gC and annihilates
the Cartan generators while multiplying positive and negative roots with ∓c respectively.
When the real form gC is compact, no split solutions exist and one can only consider a
non-split r-matrix. When the real form is non-compact, however, both possibilities can
exist. Since an outer automorphism of semisimple algebras maps the CSA and the set of
simple roots to itself, the inclusion of W will not affect the canonical r-matrix.

To truly sit in the (F,R)-orbit we must take c2 6= 0 such that the R-flux does not
vanishes. This means that “turning on” r (equivalently, β), e.g. by means of a deformation
parameter, can not be seen as a solution-generating technique in the (F,R)-orbit. Hence,
in the (F,R)-orbit, and assuming the flux configuration of eq. (3.38), we can describe only
the split (c2 = 1) and the non-split (c2 = −1) inhomogeneous Yang-Baxter models (see
e.g. [34, 35, 71]). One can verify that in these cases we are genuinely in (F,R) under rigid
O(d, d) equivalence relations. In other words, we cannot turn off the R-flux and F -flux as
can be seen by rewriting (2.27) for H = Q = H ′ = Q′ = 0 such that

R′ijk = 3r̄l[ir̄j|mFlm|k] + 3βl[iβj|mFlm|k] (3.40)

for some constant antisymmetric matrix βij . In general there may be no real solution for
βij that sets R′ijk to zero.33 When we cannot turn off Rijk, we can also conclude that we
cannot turn off Fij

k. Otherwise, we would be in the (R)-orbit and recall that this orbit
cannot be realised under the strong constraint.

However, an interesting observation is that these (F,R)-representatives can be mapped,
using a particular rigid O(d, d) transformation, to the self-dual (F,Q)-orbit of Poisson-Lie
symmetric backgrounds. From (2.27) and taking bij = 0 and βij = 〈r̄T i, T j〉 we find that34

H ′ijk = 0, F ′ij
k = Fij

k, Q′i
jk = −2Fil[jβk]l, R′ijk = 0, (3.41)

for generic c2, so that this discussion applies also to the homogeneous YB-deformations of
the (F )-orbit. Here Q′ijk are the structure constants of gr whose Lie bracket is defined as

[x, y]r = [rx, y] + [x, ry], ∀x, y ∈ g, (3.42)

and which precisely underlies the bi-algebra structure corresponding to the Drinfel’d double
r = g⊕gr that in the c2 = −1 case gives rise to the PL-duality between the inhomogeneous
YB-model and the λ?-deformation [72–74]. Therefore, when assuming the expression for
Rijk given in (3.38), the discussion of the solution-generating techniques in this orbit (as

33Interestingly, it would be possible to remove the R-flux if the algebra g admitted both split and non-
split solutions of the mCYBE. It would also be interesting to understand the consequences of removing R
by relaxing the reality of β.

34Notice that here we do not require Q′ = 0 so that we do not have the expression (3.40) for R′.
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well as the discussion on the FI -flux equations) is implicitly captured by the discussion
given in section 3.5. As already remarked, the above rigid O(d, d) transformation that sends
us to the (F,Q)-orbit can be understood as a notion of a PL-plurality transformation.

3.7 Q,R

In the (Q,R)-orbit the Bianchi identities imply that Qijk can be interpreted as structure
constants of a Lie algebra and that Rijk is a 3-cocycle. Solving the flux equations (2.32)
gives, for the same reasons as in section 3.3 for the (Q)-orbit, that ρµi = δiµ and that βij
is given by (3.12). Using the Bianchi identity the R-flux equation becomes

Rijk = −3ω̃l[iQljk], (3.43)

where recall ω̃ij is an antisymmetric constant matrix. Importantly, a rigid O(d, d) trans-
formation as in (2.27) can undo this R-flux contribution at no other expense, and therefore
we are effectively describing the (Q)-orbit.35 Hence, the genuine (Q,R)-orbit with non-
vanishing R-flux can not be realised when imposing the strong constraint, and therefore
we do not expect to be able to apply a rigid T -transformation from the (F,H)-orbit when
the H-flux is non-vanishing. This is reminiscent of the known anomaly obstructions to
gauging global symmetries in WZW models [75], which are part of the (F,H)-orbit.36

3.8 F,Q,R

In the (F,Q,R)-orbit the Fijk flux can still be interpreted as the structure constants of a
Lie algebra g spanned by the generators Ti, while in general the Qijk flux satisfies Bianchi
identities mixed with Rijk and Fijk, see (2.15)—(2.17).

To solve for the twist functions (ρ, b, β) of U parametrised as in (2.20) we can observe
that the flux equations for Hijk, Fij

k and Qijk are identical to the equations in the (F,Q)-
orbit of section 3.5. Therefore, the b-twist is found from the second de Rham cohomology
of the manifold while the ρ- and β-twist take the form37

ρ = g−1dg, βij = ⟪Adg−1 ·P ·Adg T̃ i, T̃ j⟫+ η〈rg(T i), T j〉, (3.44)

with g ∈ exp g and rg = Adg−1 ◦r◦Adg. For simplicity we have dropped here the possibility
of automorphisms of r but recall from the general discussion around eq. (2.24) that this
is always possible.38 What does change in this orbit, however, is the algebraic R-flux

35In section 3.3 for the (Q)-orbit, ω̃ij was constrained to be a 2-cocycle in order to have vanishing R-flux.
In that discussion it was assumed that the symmetry in (2.23) had been fixed, or in other words that Ė is
not allowed to transform. Here we do not need to impose any constraint on ω̃ij because the R-flux is not
required to vanish at the start, it is rather removed by the transformation (2.23) under which Ė is allowed
to transform.

36Notice that in our framework we can only deform/dualise one copy of the symmetry group of the WZW
model, e.g. the left one.

37See section 3.5 for the definitions of the various objects, which are not affected by the presence of
the R-flux.

38For example, recall that ρiµ = Wi
j ρ̄j

µ with Wi
j ∈ Out(g) and ρ̄ = ḡ−1dḡ, ḡ ∈ exp g, is also a solution

for ρ. When we take for instance the automorphism WI
L ∈ Aut(r) to be block-diagonal, i.e. Wij = W ij = 0

then we will have W̃ i
j ≡ W i

j = (W−1)ji as well as the relations Qijk = Wi
lW j

mW
k
nQl

mn and Rijk =
W i

lW
j
mW

k
nR

lmn, so that the solution of the Q-flux equation for βij given in (3.27) still holds.
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equation. We find

Rijk = 3βl[ihom.β
j|m
hom.Flm

|k] − 3βl[ihom.Ql
jk] + 6βl[iinhom.β

j|m
hom.Flm

|k], (3.45)

or in terms of the adjoint action by g in r,

(Adg)li(Adg)mj(Adg)nkRlmn = 3η2rl[irj|mFlm
k] − 3ηrl[iQljk] (3.46)

where we have used the identity (3.33) (which we note is not affected by the presence of R-
flux). In the (F,Q) orbit, in order to have vanishing R-flux, r was required to be a solution
of the CYBE for Fijk and to satisfy the 2-cocycle condition with Qi

jk. These conditions
are now relaxed by the presence of the non-trivial R-flux. Notice that the right-hand-side
of the above equation is constant (i.e. g-independent), which puts a strong constraint on
the left-hand-side. Taking g = ex with x ∈ g and expanding order by order in x we have
respectively at leading and first order

Rijk = 3η2rl[irj|mFlm
k] − 3ηrl[iQljk], Flm

[iRjk]m = 0. (3.47)

The first condition then implies that we can remove the R-flux using a rigid O(d, d) trans-
formation. Indeed taking in (2.27) b = 0 and β = −ηr we can turn off the R-flux at the
expense of shifting the Q-flux and, therefore, we are effectively describing here the (F,Q)-
orbit. Therefore we do not expect to be able to apply a rigid T -transformation from the
(F,H,Q)-orbit of quasi-Manin triples to the (F,Q,R)-orbit.

3.9 H

We now start the discussion of orbits with non-vanishing H-flux, following the framework
explained in section 2.4. The first example is the (H)-orbit. Notice that the Bianchi
identities for FIJK are trivially satisfied while those for FI require HijkFk = 0 and the
orthogonality FiF i = 0.

Using the notation of section 2.4, for the adjoint action by m and the one-form V I we
simply find in this orbit that

MI
J =

(
δij 0

mkHijk δi
j

)
, Vµ

i = ∂µm
i, Vµi = −1

2Vµ
jmkHijk. (3.48)

As argued, since M ij = 0, we continue with the twist U (1)
I

M to solve the flux equa-
tions (2.32). In terms of the functions ρ, b, β of (2.20) we have ρµi = Vµ

i, βij = ξij and
bij = ωij + 2V[i

µVµj]. In fact this ρµi can be gauged away by a diffeomorphism to get
ρµ

i = δiµ, which we understand as a consequence of the ansatz U (1)
I

M , and thus we have
wij

k = 0. Consequently, solving for Fijk = 0 constrains βij to satisfy

βklHijl = 0. (3.49)

Solving for Qijk = 0 gives that βij must be constant, and Rijk = 0 is solved automatically.
From (2.27) one sees that this constant β-transformation satisfying (3.49) is precisely an
automorphism of the pre-Roytenberg algebra, and therefore it can be removed by a rigid
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O(d, d) transformation as in (2.23). Then we are describing the example of the torus with
H-flux, see e.g. [76]. To complete the discussion we can also solve for the b-twist, or
equivalently ωij . By defining bµν = ρµ

ibijρν
j and observing that bµν = ωµν − 2ω̄µν , with ω̄

defined as in (2.44), we find that

3∂[µωνρ] = −2VµiVνjVρkHijk (3.50)

which has a particular solution ωinhom.
µν = 4

3Vµ
iVνi, so that we have an explicit expression

at least locally. The most general solution is ωµν = ωinhom.
µν + ωhom.

µν with ωhom. a closed
two-form.

For the generalised flux FI we have Fi = 2∂iλ̄ and F i = 0 (after setting β = 0 by
the rigid O(d, d) transformation) so that the above Bianchi identities are automatically
satisfied.

Another class of representatives. Let us now present another class of representatives
within the (H)-orbit that are not captured by the above discussion and the methods of
section 2.4.39 We will try to look for representatives with non-vanishing wijk. In particular
we will restrict to the case of constant wijk and we will want to interpret them as structure
constants of a Lie algebra g, so that we will prefer to use the notation fij

k = wij
k. This

can be achieved simply by taking ρ = g−1dg of MC form, with g a group element of G such
that g = Lie(G). Then from Fij

k = 0 we have

fij
k = −βklHijl. (3.51)

For g non-abelian this is possible only if we turn on a certain β, and in general it is
consistent only if βklHijl is constant. The Jacobi identity for the structure constants fijk
now implies

βnlHn[ijHk]lpβ
mp = 0. (3.52)

While a non-constant β may be still possible, let us take a constant β to simplify the
discussion further. Then from Qi

jk = 0 it follows

βl[jfil
k] = 0, =⇒ βjlβkmHilm = 0, (3.53)

which is a weaker condition compared to (3.49). Notice that when this condition holds,
both Rijk = 0 and the Jacobi identity for fijk are automatically satisfied. For the fluxes
FI we have that Fi = −Hijlβ

jl + 2∂iλ̄ and F i = 2βik∂kλ̄, where (3.53) was used, and the
Bianchi identities involving FI are automatically satisfied. Constancy of the fluxes imposes
also the condition fijk∂kλ̄ = 0, which is equivalent to the Bianchi identity HijkFk = 0.

One can check that in d = 3 there is no solution to (3.53) but already in d = 4 there
are several. Given a basis ei we first write the 3-form H-flux as

H = 4h[lei∧ ej ∧ ek] = h1e2∧ e3∧ e4−h2e1∧ e3∧ e4 +h3e1∧ e2∧ e4−h4e1∧ e2∧ e3. (3.54)

39For more comments on solving the (H)-orbit without relying on section 2.4 see appendix F.
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Then one possible solution to (3.53) is found by setting for example all βij = 0 except β23,
and h1 = h4 = 0. The only non-vanishing components of the structure constants are then

f14
2 = −h2β

23, f14
3 = −h3β

23, (3.55)

which define a Heisenberg algebra

[t1, t4] = −β23(h2t2 + h3t3). (3.56)

Interestingly we may view this class of representatives as a deformation of the representa-
tives described previously. It would be nice to extend the methods of section 2.4 to include
these also.

3.10 H,R

In the (H,R)-orbit the Bianchi identities read

HijkR
klm = 0, HijkFk = 0, RijkFk = 0, FiF i = 0. (3.57)

Following section 2.4, one can verify that, compared to the (H)-orbit, the adjoint action by
m and the one-form dmm−1 do not change with the presence of R-flux and thus are given
in (3.48). Using the Bianchi identities notice that we therefore have that VµlRijl = 0.40

Continuing with the parametrisation U (1)
I

M and solving for the flux equations with ρµi =
Vµ

i, βij = ξij and bij = ωij + 2ViµVµj we ultimately find that Rijk must be vanishing and,
therefore, that we reduce to the (H)-orbit. Hence, we must conclude that the (H,R)-orbit
(with non-vanishing R-flux) can not be realised within the framework of section 2.4.

3.11 F,H

In the (F,H)-orbit the Bianchi identities imply that Fijk satisfies the Jacobi identity and
can be interpreted as the structure constants of a Lie algebra that we will call f. We should
however point out that the generators are not Ti (since their commutation relations in r are
of the form [T, T ] ∼ FT +HT̃ ), and we will denote them by ti ∈ f. Moreover, the Bianchi
identities imply that Hijk is a 3-cocycle of f and that HijkFk + Fij

kFk = 0, FikjFk = 0
and FiF i = 0, and in particular Fk = 0 if tk /∈ Z(f). When f is semisimple the Bianchi
identities imply Fi = F i = 0.

Let us now ask when we are genuinely inside this orbit, and not in simpler sub-orbits,
or in other words when there exists a transformation of the pre-Roytenberg algebra that
sets either F or H (or both) to zero. From (2.27) one sees that H can be removed by a rigid
O(d, d) if it is of the form Hijk = −3F[ij

lbk]l for some constant b, i.e. if H is a coboundary
for f. We therefore want to restrict ourselves to H in the third Lie algebra cohomology
of f. For f semisimple H3(f,R) = Rn [77], where n labels the number of simple factors in
f, such that one can take Hijk = ∑n

a=1 αaFij
lκlk with κij = 〈ti, tj〉, and αa, a = 1, . . . , n

real constants. Viceversa, starting from (F,H) and using (2.27) one sees that F can be
40This is consistent with the MC identity (2.36) for Vµi.
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removed if it is of the form Fij
k = Hijlβ

lk for some constant β which additionally satisfies
Hilmβ

jlβkm = 0 such that the Q and R-fluxes are to remain vanishing.
Following section 2.4, the adjoint action by m now takes the form

MI
J =

(
M i

j 0
Mij Mi

j

)
, (3.58)

where, using ad-invariance of ηIJ , we have M i
j = (M−1)j i and Mij = −Mi

lMkl(M−1)jk.
Furthermore, using that M ∈ Aut(r) we have the following identities

Fij
lMl

k = Mi
lMj

mFlm
k,

Fij
lMlk +Hijl(M−1)kl = 2M[i|lM|j]

mFmk
l +Mi

lMj
mHlmk,

(3.59)

of which the last identity can be rewritten as

Mi
lMj

mMk
nHlmn = Hijk + 3F[ij

lMk]
nMln. (3.60)

Notice in addition that the components Mi
j give an automorphism of f.

Since M ij = 0 we prefer the parametrisation U (1)
I

M for the twist, that corresponds to

ρi
µ = Mi

jVj
µ, βij = ξij , bij = ωij +MikMj

k . (3.61)

Using the MC identity (2.36), the expression for the derivatives of MI
J (2.41) and the

automorphism properties, we find wijk = Fij
k. Hence we might as well take the ρ-twist as

ρi
µ = Wi

j ρ̄j
µ with ρ̄ = ḡ−1dḡ, ḡ ∈ exp f and W ∈ Out(f). Solving for the F -flux equation

now implies that
βklHijl = 0. (3.62)

Solving for Qijk = 0 and Rijk = 0 then simply gives the homogeneous YB solution for
βij = 〈rg(ti), tj〉— as in (3.4) but defined with different generators — in which the constant
antisymmetric operator r solves the CYBE on f. Notice that β is, however, constrained
by the condition (3.62). Finally, to solve for the b-twist we rewrite the H-flux equation
as 3∂[µbνρ] = ρµ

iρν
jρρ

kHijk with bµν = ρµ
i(ωij +MikMj

k)ρνj , and observe that for b̃µν ≡
ρµ

iMikMj
kρν

j we find

3∂[µb̃νρ] = ρµ
iρν

jρρ
kHijk + 2VµiVνjVρkHijk + 3V[µ

iVν
jVρ]kFij

k, (3.63)

where we have used (2.36), (2.41), (3.59) and (3.60). From the definitions for ω̄(2) and Ω(2)

given in (2.44) and (2.46) we can solve the H-flux equation for bµν by

bµν = ω̄(2)
µν − Ω(2)

µν + b̃µν = ω̄(2)
µν − Ω(2)

µν + ρµ
iMikMj

kρν
j . (3.64)

Notice that the most general solution adds closed two-forms admitted by the manifold to
bµν but also that this solution might not exist globally.

Finally for the equations for the generalised flux FI in this orbit we have

Fi = Fij
j + 2αi, F i = −βjlFjli + 2βilαl (3.65)
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where we have used βklHlij = 0 and where, as before, αi = ∂iλ̄ is a constant, which implies
Fij

kαk = 0. The Bianchi identities for FI therefore read

Fij
lFlm

m −Hijlβ
mnFmn

l = 0, 2Filjβlmαm − FiljβmnFmnl = 0. (3.66)

One can verify that the second identity guarantees also the orthogonality condition F iFi =
0. Together with the second identity and the Jacobi identity for Fijk one can verify that
all these conditions guarantee also the constancy of F i. Notice that if the algebra f is
semisimple and the dilaton is isometric (αi = 0) these condition reduce to the requirement
that f as well as β and the r-operator are unimodular [60].

An example of a σ-model in the (F,H)-orbit is the Principal Chiral Model (PCM) with
the addition of a Wess-Zumino (WZ) term (in the absence of spectators in fact we describe
the whole σ-model). When fixing the correct normalisation between the coupling in front
of the PCM and the WZ actions, this becomes the WZW model [78], which is in addition a
conformal field theory. The pure NSNS bosonic-string background AdS3 × S3 × T 4 can be
realised as an SL(2,R)×SU(2) WZW model plus four free bosons parametrising the torus.

Inhomogeneous and homogeneous YB-deformations of PCM + WZ models were dis-
cussed in [79]. The homogenous-type deformations leave the generalised fluxes invariant
and therefore can be included in our discussion. However we would like to point out that
the homogeneous YB-deformations of [79] are always such that the image of the r-matrix
(which is a subalgebra f of the full Lie algebra of the group used to construct the models)
is a solvable algebra. As a consequence of Cartan’s criterion, the components of the H-flux
computed from the WZ term (e.g. Hijk = αfij

lκkl for some constant α) are zero when all
three legs are along f. Selecting a solvable subalgebra is equivalent to splitting the coor-
dinates xm of the full target-space into spectator coordinates ẋµ̇ and coordinates yµ such
that Hµνρ = 0. Therefore in our language the homogeneous deformations of [79] should
be viewed as a deformation of the simpler (F )-orbit. Notice that the solvability condition
can be seen as a possible solution to (3.62). New deformations of the PCM + WZ model
correspond to solving (3.62) whilst relaxing the solvability condition.

Let us now turn to the generically inhomogeneous YB-deformation of the PCM + WZ
model of [79–81]. To compare to those results let us consider the O(d, d) matrix

ŪI
J =

(
a b
c d

)
=
(
γ−1 cosh(ζrκ) γ−1κ−1 sinh(ζκr)
γκ sinh(ζrκ) γ cosh(ζκr)

)
, (3.67)

where γ, ζ ∈ R are parameters, κij is a symmetric matrix that we will interpret as the
Killing metric of an algebra f, and rij is an antisymmetric matrix. No further restriction
on r is required for Ū to be in O(d, d). However, to have an integrable σ-model further
conditions are necessary, see [79–81]. If we take H̄IJ = ŪK

IḢKLŪLJ , where simply

ḢIJ =
(
κij 0
0 κij

)
, (3.68)
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and in the absence of spectators, then using (2.4) it is easy to check that the combination
of metric and B-field M̄ = Ḡ− B̄ parametrising H̄ will be

M̄ =
(

1 + γ2

1− γ2 − e
−2ζκr

)−1(1 + γ2

1− γ2 + e−2ζκr
)
κ. (3.69)

Comparing to equation (1.2) of [79] we see that in order to rewrite the σ-model action in
an O(d, d) covariant form it is sufficient to take for example the twist41

U =
(

1 0
b̂ 1

)
Ū

(
vt 0
0 v−1

)
, (3.70)

with v = dgg−1 and g ∈ exp f, and where the b̂-shift of the B-field takes care of the WZ
term. Let us mention that Ū is of the form of (2.20) with

ρ̄= γ−1(cosh(ζκr))−1, β̄= γ−2κ−1 sinh(ζκr)(cosh(ζκr))−1, b̄= γ2κsinh(ζrκ)cosh(ζrκ).
(3.71)

Let us now ignore the WZ term for a moment (b̂ = 0). The v-twist is very simple and when
taken alone it gives rise to F -flux only, in particular Fijk = −fijk in terms of the structure
constants of f. The multiplication by Ū from the left can be seen as a rigid O(d, d) rotation,
and for this reason (when b̂ = 0) we can still interpret the model as being in the (F )-orbit.
On the other hand, if we include Ū when computing the fluxes we obtain

Hijk = −3γ3(cosh ζκr)[i
l(cosh ζκr)jm(sinh ζκr)k]

nflmn,

Fij
k = −γ[(cosh ζκr)il(cosh ζκr)jm(cosh ζrκ)kn

+ 2(cosh ζκr)[i
l(sinh ζκr)j]m(sinh ζrκ)kn]flmn,

Qi
jk = −γ−1[(sinh ζκr)il(sinh ζrκ)jm(sinh ζrκ)kn

+ 2(cosh ζκr)il(sinh ζrκr)[j
m(cosh ζrκ)k]

n]flmn,
Rijk = −3γ−3(sinh ζrκ)[i

l(sinh ζrκ)jm(cosh ζrκ)k]
nf

lmn,

(3.72)

where the indices of fijk are raised and lowered with κ−1 and κ. Notice that all the fluxes
above are non-zero. While, as already mentioned, at b̂ = 0 this is just a rigid O(d, d)
rotation of a representative of the (F )-orbit, when including now b̂ the new fluxes written
in terms of the above ones are

H ′ijk = Hijk + 3F[ij
lb̂k]l − 3b̂l[ib̂j|mQ|k]

lm + b̂ilb̂jmb̂knR
lmn + Ĥijk,

F ′ij
k = Fij

k + 2b̂l[iQj]lk + b̂ilb̂jmR
lmk,

Q′i
jk = Qi

jk + b̂ilR
ljk,

R′ijk = Rijk,

(3.73)

where Ĥijk is the shift of the H-flux produced by b̂. The requirement is that in the
undeformed case (ζ = 0, γ = 1) the H-flux is proportional to the structure constants of

41To relate to the parameters in [79] we have to identify 1+γ2

1−γ2 = eχ and ζ = −ρ/2.
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f, namely −3f[ij
lb̂k]l + Ĥijk = αfijk for some coefficient α. It would be interesting to see

if there is a different parametrisation of the twist of the inhomogeneous YB-deformation
of PCM + WZ that gives rise to simpler expressions for the fluxes, and if there is a
parametrisation in which the fluxes are manifestly constant. This would help understand
what is the simplest orbit in which one can describe this model. Notice that we have not
used the mCYBE for r above, and it will likely play a role in that computation.

3.12 H,Q

In the (H,Q)-orbit the Bianchi identities imply that the Q-flux represents the structure
constants of a Lie algebra g̃ with generators T̃ i and that the H-flux satisfies Hk[ijQl]

mk = 0.
The latter in turn implies that H ijk = κ̃ilκ̃jmκ̃knHlmn, with κ̃ij = 〈T̃ i, T̃ j〉 the Killing form,
must be a 3-cocycle of g̃. Moreover QijkFk = 0 and Qk

ijFk = 0 imply that Fk = 0 if
T̃ k 6∈ Z(g̃) and Fk = 0 if T̃ k ∈ [g̃, g̃]. We also have the orthogonality condition FiF i = 0
as well as HijkFk = 0.

Since in this orbit the H-flux is non-vanishing we turn to a particular parametrisation
of the twist U explained in section 2.4. As all of the components of the adjoint action
MI

J = ⟪mTIm−1, T J⟫ are turned on, we prefer to continue with U
(2)
I

M given in (2.38),
where we know in general the solution for ωij . In terms of the functions (ρ, b, β) of (2.20)
we have in general

ρi
µ = (Mijξ

jk +Mi
jδkj )Vkµ,

βijρj
µ = (M i

jξ
jk +M ijδkj )Vkµ,

bijρµ
j = (Mij(δ + ξω)jk +Mi

jωjk)Vµk.
(3.74)

Recall from section 2.4 that the H-flux equation is solved, up to closed two-forms, by
ω = ω̄−Ω(2). Instead of trying to solve the other flux equations given in eq. (2.32) directly,
it will be more convenient to use the expressions given in (2.50)–(2.53). In this orbit
they read

ξklHijl = 0, (3.75)
∂µξ

ij + 2Vµlξm[iQm
j]l = 0, (3.76)

Ql
[ijξk]l = 0. (3.77)

Notice that ξ = 0 is a trivial possible solution. To solve these equations in general, it will
be important to consider the series expansion of the one-form dmm−1. We find

∂µmm
−1 = Vµ

iTi + VµiT̃
i =

∞∑
N=0

1
(N + 1)!ad

N
miTi

∂µm
jTj , (3.78)

with

Vµ
i =

∞∑
N=0

1
(2N + 1)!∂µm

j((mH ·mQ)N )j i,

Vµi =
∞∑
N=0

1
(2N + 2)!∂µm

j(mH)jl((mQ ·mH)N )li,
(3.79)
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where we have defined (mH)ij ≡ mlHlij and (mQ)ij ≡ mlQl
ij , and which can be proven

by induction. Notice that we can always write Vµi = Ajkµ Hjki for some tensor A which
carries all the field dependence. With this observation, it is now easy to show that using
eq. (3.75) and the Bianchi identity Hk[ijQl]

mk = 0 that

Vµlξ
m[iQm

j]l = 0. (3.80)

Hence eq. (3.76) simply requires that ξij must be a constant matrix. Then the remaining
conditions are algebraic: eq. (3.77) implies that ξ must be a 2-cocycle for g̃ while eq. (3.75)
can be seen as a compatibility condition requiring that ξ and H must be orthogonal.
Therefore, turning on such a particular ξ from ξ = 0 can be interpreted as a deformation
which is a (novel) solution-generating technique.

To have the expression of the (ρ, b, β)-twists it will again be convenient to consider a
series expansion, now of Mij . One finds in particular Mij = ∑∞

N=0
1

(2N+1)!(mH)il((mQ ·
mH)N )lj so that upon (3.75) we have Mijξ

jk = 0. Hence

ρi
µ = Mi

jVj
µ, βij = (M−1)liξlk(M−1)kj +M ik(M−1)kj , bij = Mi

lωlmMj
m,

(3.81)
where we have usedMi

lM j
l+MilM

jl = δi
j andMi

lMjl+MilMj
l = 0, fromMI

L ∈ O(d, d),
as well as Mijξ

jk = 0. We can now easily calculate the expression for wijk resulting in

wij
k = HijlM

ln(M−1)nk. (3.82)

Let us now consider the conditions in which case a rigid O(d, d) transformation
by (2.27) describes a simpler orbit in disguise (i.e. H or Q can be turned off at no other
cost). We find that we can not turn off the H-flux with a constant b and β transforma-
tion since the condition found from H ′ijk = 0 together with the consistency condition from
F ′ij

k = 0 requires Hijk to be vanishing, which is of course not possible. The same holds for
the Q-flux where the condition required from Q′i

jk = 0 does not match with the conditions
found from R′ijk = 0 as well as F ′i jk = 0.

To complete the discussion of this orbit in general we have for the generalised fluxes FI

Fi = wij
j + 2∂iλ̄, F i = Qj

ji + 2βij∂j λ̄, (3.83)

with wij
k∂iλ̄ = 0 such that Fi is constant. From the requirement that Fi is constant,

∂iF j = 0, we therefore also must have that Qijk∂kλ̄ = 0. From the Bianchi QijkFk = 0
we then find the condition Qijkwkll = Qi

jkHklmβ
ml = 0. Furthermore HijkFk = 0 implies

HijkQl
lk = 0, and QkijFk = 0 implies QkijQllk + 2Qkijβklαl = 0. Notice that the orthogo-

nality condition FiF i = 0 will be automatically satisfied because of the previous conditions.

(Asymmetrical) λ-deformations on group manifolds. It is known from [22], when
ignoring spectators, that the WZW model and its λ-deformation [82] can be described by
the particular twist U (2) with ξ = 0 and by a particular choice of fluxes (or, equivalently,
a particular pre-Roytenberg algebra). In the following we will show that, generalising [22],
also the asymmetrical λ-deformation on group manifolds of [83, 84] fits within the same
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pre-Roytenberg algebra. We take r = k⊕ k where k is a Lie algebra with generators ti and
structure constants fijk. The bilinear form ηIJ is taken to be [22, 74]

⟪{x1, y1}, {x2, y2}⟫ = 〈x1, x2〉 − 〈y1, y2〉, (3.84)

where xi, yi ∈ k and κij = 〈ti, tj〉 is the Killing form on k. The generators T̃ i with structure
constants Qijk generate the diagonal embedding g̃ = kdiag in r by the map x 7→ {x, x}/

√
2.

This subgroup is maximally isotropic. The complementary isotropic subspace, spanned
by Ti, is the anti-diagonal embedding by the map x 7→ {x,−x}/

√
2. Hence, in this case

we have

Hijk = 1√
2
fij

lκlk, Qi
jk = 1√

2
κilκ

jmκknfmn
l, Fij

k = 0, Rijk = 0. (3.85)

Notice that the Bianchi identities for FIJK are automatically satisfied upon the Jacobi
identity for fijk and the ad-invariance of κij . To connect to the λ-deformed background
in terms of the metric and B-field there is a subtlety in choosing a good parametrisation
of the group element m = em

i(y)Ti . Following [22] we take m = {ḡ, ḡ−1} with ḡ ∈ exp(k)
and define a group element g̃ ≡ ḡ2 ∈ exp(k). Using this identification in the twist U (2)

I
M

we find in terms of the general parametrisation (2.20) that42

ρi
µ = 1√

2
(1 + Adg̃)ij ṽjµ, β = −κ−1 1−Adg̃

1 + Adg̃
, b = b0 + ρ−1ωρ−t, (3.86)

with
b0 = 1

4(Adg̃ −Ad−1
g̃ )κ, (3.87)

and ṽ = dg̃g̃−1. Deviating from [22] we now consider a different parametrisation denoted
by m = {g, g−1} with g ∈ exp k and which is related to the previous parametrisation as
Adg̃ = Adg ◦W and ṽ = v = dgg−1 in which W is a constant outer automorphism of k
which preserves the metric κ. In particular this means that the group elements g̃ and g

are not related by a trivial field redefinition.43 The twist functions simply become

ρ−1 = 1√
2

(1 + AdgW )v−1, β = −κ−1 1−AdgW
1 + AdgW

, (3.88)

b = 1
4(AdgW −W−1 Ad−1

g )κ+ ρ−1ωρ−t. (3.89)

A final subtlety in calculating the background from the twist functions is the choice of
the matrix ĖA

I , which is constant when we turn off the spectator fields. To obtain the
(asymmetrical) λ-deformed background we must take ĖAI such that [22, 74]

ḢIJ = ĖA
IHABĖBJ =

(
1+λ
1−λκ 0

0 1−λ
1+λκ

−1

)
, (3.90)

42For details of this calculation see [22]. Following the logic of [22] we find that to find the same deformed
geometry, we should replace e = g−1dg with v = dgg−1 in their frame fields of eq. (5.63), an overall minus
sign is missing in entry (1, 2) and (2, 1), and we should take λ→ −λ in eq. (5.66). This likely corresponds
to a known symmetry of these backgrounds [85] and indeed we agree on the final result.

43A useful trick to get this generalisation Adg̃ = Adg ◦W and ṽ = v = dgg−1 is to consider a constant
w ∈ exp g such that g̃ = gw and define W (ti) = wTiw

−1. This W would be an inner automorphism and it
would be removed by a trivial field redefinition, but the dressing by W in the formulas above is the same
also in the case of outer automorphisms.
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in which λ is the eponymous deformation parameter. The metric and the B-field can
then be extracted from the generalised metric HMN = U

(2)
I

MḢIJU (2)
J

N resulting, in the
coordinate frame, in

G = 1− λ2

2 vOgκO
t
gv
t, B = 1

2v(Ogκ− κOtg)vt − ω, (3.91)

with Og = (1−λAdgW )−1 and where dω = − 1
12fijkv

i∧vj∧vk gives rise to the well-known
WZ term. This coincides precisely with the metric and B-field of the asymmetrical λ-
model on the group manifold G = exp k [83] and with the original λ-model whenW = 1 [82].
Let us point out that here W should not be mistaken with an automorphism of the pre-
Roytenberg algebra as given in (2.24).

Curiously this implies that the WZW model background, which can be found by taking
the limit λ→ 0, is described in the (H,Q)-orbit as well as the (F,H)-orbit. This then begs
the question if there is a rigid O(d, d) transformation (2.27) that relates the (H,Q)-orbit
(with the H and Q fluxes proportional to each other via the Killing form as in (3.85)) to
the (F,H)-orbit (with F and H again proportional). However, in general there is no such
rigid O(d, d) transformation, as can be checked for example in the su(2) case.

On the other hand, a rigid O(d, d) transformation does allow to describe the (asym-
metrical) λ-models in the self-dual (F,Q)-orbit of Poisson-Lie symmetric backgrounds. By
taking βij = 0 and bij = 〈r̃ti, tj〉, with r̃ a constant antisymmetric operator that satisfies
the mCYBE (3.39) for c2 = 1 on k, we find

H ′ijk = 0, F ′ij
k =
√

2bl[ifj]mkκlm, Q′i
jk = 1√

2
κilκ

jmκknfmn
l, R′ijk = 0,

(3.92)
where we have used the ad-invariance of κ. This is now up to analytic continuations
(essentially sending c2 = 1 to c2 = −1 or vice versa) the Poisson-Lie dual of the non-split
η-deformation [22, 72–74] of which the (F,Q)-fluxes were given in eq. (3.41).

Let us emphasise that the generalised fluxes FIJK remain invariant when turning on
a non-trivial automorphism W from the (original) λ-model representative with W = 1.
Hence this map can be understood as a solution-generating technique — recall that in
the case of supergravities we have to require that also FI stays invariant.44 Furthermore
starting e.g. with the λ-model representative (ξ = 0), and turning on a constant ξ which
is orthogonal to H as well as a 2-cocycle for Q, is a novel solution-generating technique.
In fact, if we transform the twist by a constant β-shift from the left, the fluxes transform
as in (2.27), with β = ξ and b = 0 in this case; then demanding that the fluxes remain
invariant produces the two conditions (3.75) and (3.77). Therefore turning on a constant
ξ can be understood as the implementation of an automorphism of the pre-Roytenberg
algebra as in (2.24). Interestingly this deformation may be viewed as a generalisation of
the DTD models (which on its own generalise ordinary NATD) in the (Q)-orbit, but now
with the addition of H-flux.

44Notice that in this parametrisation λ enters Ė, and for this reason turning on λ is not necessarily a
solution-generating technique. It is in fact known that the λ-deformation is not a marginal deformation of
the WZW model [82], and in general one has to add RR fluxes to get a supergravity solution [60, 86, 87].
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Comments on finding other representatives. Let us illustrate that outside of the
ansatz considered in this section, the (H,Q)-orbit may still capture different non-trivial
representatives. Since the generators T̃ i span a subalgebra g̃, another interesting ansatz
allowing for systematic progress is the twist considered in eq. (2.54) or eq. (2.55). Taking
the latter, and assuming that δij is an ad-invariant bilinear form of g̃, we find for the
equivalent of the F -, Q- and R-flux equations of (2.39) and (2.40) that

ξklHijl = δilQj
lk, Qi

jk = ∂̂iξ
jk − 3δilξm[jQm

k]l, 3ξl[iQljk] − ξl[iξj|mQm|k]nδln = 0,
(3.93)

with ∂̂i ≡ δij Ṽ
jµ∂µ and ŵijk = δilQj

lk. In this case notice that the expansion of Ṽµi is in
terms of Q instead of H, namely Ṽµi = ∑

N=0
1

N+1)∂µm̃
j(m̃Q)j i. It is now indeed clear

that these equations may hold a genuinely different solution. We leave this problem, and
the possibility of other ansatze, open.

3.13 F,H,R

In the (F,H,R)-orbit the Bianchi identities imply that the F -flux represents the structure
constants of a Lie algebra f whose generators we denote by ti and which — as in section 3.11
— do not coincide with Ti. Then Hijk and Rijk = κilκjmκknR

lmn, with κij = 〈ti, tj〉, are 3-
cocycles of f. In fact the R-flux satisfies the stronger condition Fij [kRlm]j = 0 Additionally
we have HijkR

klm = 0 as well as the Bianchi identities (2.18) and (2.19) for FI .
Since the H-flux is non-vanishing we turn again to methodology of section 2.4. Com-

pared to the (F,H)-orbit of section 3.11, notice that the presence of R-flux does not affect
the adjoint action MI

J given in (3.58). Therefore taking the ansatz U (1)
I

M of eq. (2.37) we
have in terms of the (ρ, b, β)-twists again that

ρi
µ = Mi

jVj
µ, βij = ξij , bij = ωij +MikMj

k . (3.94)

Now, however, the equation for wijk = −2ρiµρjν∂[µρν]
k will in principle receive contribu-

tions from VµiR
ijk by using the MC identity (2.36) and the expressions for the derivatives

of MI
J (2.41). Before calculating wijk let us first derive several useful properties. First

notice from the automorphism identities that we have from the vanishing Q-flux that

MilR
lmn = 0, (3.95)

where we have used the fact that M i
l has an inverse. Hence the automorphism property

for Fijk becomes simply Fij
k = Mi

lMj
m(M−1)nkFlmn. Additionally it will be useful to

calculate the expansion of the one-form V = dmm−1 in terms ofm = exp(miTi). In general
we have

∂µmm
−1 = Vµ

iTi + VµiT
i =

∞∑
N=0

V (M)
µ , V (N)

µ ≡ 1
(N + 1)!ad

N
miTi

∂µm
jTj . (3.96)

Using the commutation relations in r we have the following expressions

Vµ
i =

∞∑
N=0

1
(N + 1)!∂µm

j(mFN )j i

Vµi =
∞∑
N=1

1
(N + 1)!∂µm

j
N−1∑
K=0

(−)K(mFN−1−K ·mH · (mF t)K)ji
(3.97)
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where we have defined (mF )ij ≡ mlFli
j ,(mF t)ij ≡ mlFlj

i and (mH)ij ≡ mlHlij , and
which can be proved by induction using the relation V (N+1) = 1

N+2admV (N). An important
consequence is that using the Bianchi identities Fij [kRlm]j = 0 and HijkR

klm = 0 we have

VµiR
ijk = 0. (3.98)

In particular with HijkR
klm = 0 this is easily seen for the case K = 0 in (3.97). When

K 6= 0 it is sufficient to verify that, upon using Fij [kRlm]j = 0 enough times, eventually
an index of Rijk will be contracted with an index of Hijk. Using all of the above in the
calculation for wijk we find that the contributions of the R-flux will vanish

wij
k = Fij

k − ρiµρjνVµlVνmRlmnMk
n,

= Fij
k .

(3.99)

The same is true when trying to solve the H-flux equation in terms of the b-twist: in the
calculation of db̃ with b̃µν = ρµ

iMikMj
kρν

j the contributions received from Rijk are all of
the form VµiR

ijk. Hence, also in this orbit the solution for the b-twist is given in eq. (3.64).
From solving the F -flux equation of (2.32) we now have the condition βklHijl = 0,

again like in the (F,H)-orbit. Instead of the parametrisation ρiµ = Mi
jVj

µ we might now
as well take ρ = g−1dg with g ∈ exp f some group element of the Lie group associated to
f.45 Then solving for Qijk = 0 gives βij = 〈rgti, tj〉, with rg = Ad−1

g ◦r ◦Adg, ti = κijtj and
r a constant antisymmetric operator. Notice only the difference in generators compared to
eq. (3.4). Furthermore r must additionally satisfy

rklHijl = 0. (3.100)

The R-flux equation, on the other hand, gives

(Adg)li(Adg)mj(Adg)nkRlmn = 3rl[irj|mFlm|k], (3.101)

where we have used that Adg is an automorphism of f. Notice that the matrices (Adg)ij
and Mi

j coincide if we parametrise g ∈ exp g as g = em
iti , which is most easily seen when

writing both in a series expansion. Indeed in that case

Mi
j = (Adg)ij =

∞∑
N=0

1
N ! (mF

N )ij . (3.102)

Additionally, since M ij = 0 we also have from (2.42) that M i
lM

j
mM

k
nR

lmn = Rijk where
M i

j = (M−1)j i. These observations combined ensure that eq. (3.101) becomes simply

Rijk = 3rl[irj|mFlm|k]. (3.103)

When we consider Rijk = ακilκjmFlm
k, with α ∈ R, eq. (3.103) becomes ακilκjmFlmk =

3rl[irj|mFlm|k] which is precisely the mCYBE (3.39) on f for c2 = α as in the (F,R) orbit,
cf. section 3.6.

45We ignore again here the possibility of (outer) automorphisms of which the general discussion is given
around eq. (2.24).
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Interestingly, using a rigid O(d, d) transformation the R-flux can be traded for Q-flux
when we take b = 0 and β = r in (2.27), so that this representative can be equally described
in the (F,H,Q)-orbit. In particular, in that case we will have

H ′ijk = Hijk, F ′ij
k = Fij

k, Q′i
jk = −2Fil[jrk]l, R′ijk = 0 , (3.104)

so that, as in the (F,R)-orbit of section 3.6, the Q-flux are the structure constants of gr
whose Lie bracket was defined in (3.42).

On a different note, the (F,H,R)-orbit that we are describing is a simpler orbit in
disguise if we can turn off at least one of the three types of fluxes. The possibilities that we
have are: (i) we can turn off the H-flux if it is of the form Hijk = −3F[ij

lbk]l−bilbjmbknRlmn

for some constant antisymmetric matrix b satisfying 2Fil[jβk]l−bilRljk+2bilbmnRln[jβk]m =
0 for some constant antisymmetric matrix β. The F - and R-flux will obtain in that case a
shift, F ′ijk = Fij

k + bilbjmR
lmk and R′ijk = Rijk + 3

2β
l[iRjk]mbml, which vanishes when we

take β = 0 (since then we must have bilRljk = 0); (ii) to turn off the R-flux we find from
Q′i

jk = 0 and taking b = 0 for simplicity in (2.27) the conditionHimnβ
mjβnk−2Fil[jβk]l = 0,

so that the R-flux should be of the form Rijk = βl[iβj|mFlm
|k]. In that case H stays

invariant while F receives a shift F ′ijk = Fij
k −Hijlβ

lk. Notice that while in the previous
discussion we did take the R-flux of this form with β =

√
3r, the condition (3.100) also

implies Fil[jrk]l = 0 which is inconsistent with the mCYBE unless α = 0 from the very
beginning, which is actually not the case that we want to consider. Finally (iii) we do not
need to discuss the possibility of turning off the F -flux since in that case we would end up
in the (H,R)-orbit which, as discussed before, can not be realised on the strong constraint
with the methods of section 2.4, while here we do find possible representatives.

Finally let us close the discussion of this orbit by briefly commenting on the generalised
fluxes FI . We have

Fi = Fij
j + 2∂iλ̄, F i = −βjlFjli + 2βil∂lλ̄ . (3.105)

Constancy of Fi implies Fijk∂kλ̄ = 0 while one can verify that constancy of F i is guaranteed
by the Bianchi FikjFk = 0. In addition, this condition as well as HijkR

klm = 0 implies
also the Bianchi FiF i = 0. At last we point out that when writing down all the Bianchi
identities for FI explicitly one finds immediately that they are satisfied when f is semisimple,
the dilaton is isometric, and r as well as f are unimodular.

3.14 H,Q,R

In the (H,Q,R)-orbit, the Bianchi identities imply that Qijk are structure constants for
g̃ = span(T̃ i) and that the R-flux is a 3 cocycle of g̃. Furthermore we have Hk[ijQl]

mk = 0
and HijkR

klm = 0. Within the ansatz of 2.4 this again implies several simplifications.
First notice that the R-flux will not alter the series expansion of the one-form dmm−1

given in (3.79) as well as the expansion of Mij . Hence, upon the Bianchi HijkR
klm = 0

we have
VµlR

ljk = 0, MilR
ljk = 0. (3.106)
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Let us now use the parametrisation U (2) of (2.38) where, recall, we have the general solution
of the H-flux equation in terms of the two-form ω. For the expressions of the other flux
equations in terms of the yet unknown ξij we refer to the most general orbit discussed in
section 2.4 by setting F = 0 in the equations (2.50)–(2.53). Let us point out here that
due to the presence of R-flux, ξ = 0 will not be a solution. Using (3.106) the expressions
simplify to

ξklHijl = 0, (3.107)
∂µξ

ij + 2Vµlξm[iQm
j]l = 0, (3.108)

3Ql[ijξk]l = Rijk (3.109)

Similarly as in section 3.12 the Bianchi identity Hk[ijQl]
mk = 0 implies that Vµlξm[iQm

j]l =
0 so that ξij must simply be a constant matrix. However, given a rigid O(d, d) transforma-
tion it is possible to turn off the R-flux for this particular constant ξij . In order to do so one
should take in (2.27) the constant matrices bij = 0 and βij = −ξij such that Hijkβ

kl = 0.
This rigid O(d, d) will leave the other fluxes invariant and thus we are in fact describ-
ing the (H,Q)-orbit (which, recall, is a genuine orbit modulo rigid O(d, d)). Concluding,
within the ansatz of section 2.4 we cannot describe a particular non-trivial representative
in the (H,Q,R)-orbit and, therefore, we cannot describe a rigid T -transformation from the
(F,H,R)-orbit as a solution-generating technique. It would be interesting to explore other
ansatze for this purpose.

3.15 F,H,Q

The (F,H,Q)-orbit describes what is known as a quasi-Manin triple. The generators T̃ i
span a subalgebra g̃ of r with structure constants Qijk, while the generators Ti do not.
Furthermore we have the Bianchi F[ij

kHlm]k = 0 as well as (2.14) and (2.15). To discuss
this orbit we use the ansatz of section 2.4 and the parametrisation U (2) of (2.38) for the
twist. The general solution of the H-flux equation was given in terms of ωij in (2.43). The
equations to be solved for the unknown ξij can be found in section 2.4 by setting R = 0
in (2.50)–(2.53). They are

2ξklHijl + ξkmΛmlFij l = 0, (3.110)
∂̂iξ

jk + 2Λilξm[jQm
k]l − ξm[jξk]nHimn = 0, (3.111)

3Ql[ijξk]l + 3ξl[iξj|mFlm|k] − ξl[iξj|mξ|k]nΛnpFlmp = 0 (3.112)

In the first place, we always have the trivial solution ξ = 0. Recall that no genuine repre-
sentatives exist in the (F,Q,R)-orbit, so that we cannot employ a rigid T -transformation
as a solution-generating technique in this case. On the other hand, it is possible to consider
a rigid β-transformation relating this representative and the one of the (F,H,R)-orbit. It
would be interesting to find also non-trivial solutions for ξij within this orbit in the hope
of having solution-generating techniques mapping cases with different ξ’s. We leave this
problem open.
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4 Type II superstring and Ramond-Ramond fields

Let us now include also the RR fields in the discussion of the solution-generating tech-
niques, which in general may be relevant for type II backgrounds. RR fields in the doubled
formulation were discussed in various works, see for example [88–90]. Here we will employ
the spinorial formulation of [88] following the rewriting of [20]. In this section we will
review only the essential ingredients of the construction, and we refer to appendix D for
more details. One uses a democratic formulation [91, 92] where all even (odd) forms from
1 to D = 10 are used for the RR fields strengths of type IIA (IIB). The RR potentials are
encoded in a spinor |c〉 and the RR field strengths in a spinor46 |F〉. Given Gamma matrices
ΓA in 2D-dimensions satisfying the Clifford algebra relations {ΓA,ΓB} = 2ηAB (notice the
flat indices) we write ΓA =

√
2ψA so that {ψa,ψb} = δba, {ψa,ψb} = 0, {ψa,ψb} = 0 are

anticommutation relations for the fermionic oscillators ψa,ψa. Starting from the Clifford
vacuum |0〉 such that ψa |0〉 = 0 for all a, we rewrite the spinor |F〉 as

|F〉 =
D∑
p=0

eφ

p! F̂m1···mpea1
m1 · · · eapmpψa1 · · ·ψap |0〉 . (4.1)

This rewriting relies on the one-to-one map between spinors |F〉 and polyforms F̂ , where
F̂ = ∑D

p=0
1
p! F̂m1···mpdx

m1 · · · dxmp on R1,D−1. Here we are using eam which is the (in-
verse) vielbein for the metric Gmn. Importantly, F̂m1···mp are the RR field strengths that
are commonly used in type II supergravity (they are the F̂ of [88]), and they are the ones
that appear in the quadratic couplings of the fermions in the Green-Schwarz formulation
of the superstring (they are the F of [93]). The two spinors |F〉 and |c〉 are related by

|F〉 =
(
ψA∂A −

1
6FABCψ

ABC − 1
2FAψ

A
)
|c〉 = /∇ |c〉 , /∇ ≡ /∂− /F (3)− 1

2
/F (1)

, (4.2)

where /F (n) includes the 1/n! factor. Gauge transformations of RR potentials read as
δλ |c〉 = /∇ |λ〉 and Bianchi identities as /∇ |F〉 = 0. Notice that these Bianchi identities
are a consequence of /∇2 = 0 which holds on the strong constraint. After defining Ψ− =
(ψ0 + ψ0)(ψ1 − ψ1) · · · (ψ9 − ψ9) we also impose the self-duality condition Ψ− |F〉 = |F〉.
Notice that this differs from [20], see appendix D. The self-duality condition translates into
the duality conditions for the p-forms as47 F̂ (p) = −(−1) 1

2p(p+1) ∗ F̂ (10−p).
The transformation rules of RR fields F̂m1···mp under the O(D,D) solution-generating

techniques are found by the observation that |F〉 is in fact invariant under these trans-
formations. Notice that knowing that the generalised fluxes F are invariant under the
O(D,D) solution-generating techniques, it is obvious that keeping also |F〉 invariant en-
sures that even when including the RR sector we still have a solution of the supergravity
equations, and that we correctly satisfy the Bianchi identities and the constraints. The

46Our |F〉 is G of [20]. Our |F 〉 and |F̂ 〉 appearing later are respectively |F 〉 and |F̂ 〉 of [88].
47The Hodge dual is defined as (∗A)m1···mp = 1

(10−p)!Gm1n1 · · ·Gmpnpε
kp+1···k10n1···npAkp+1···k10 where

ε1···10 = 1, ε1···10 = −1, εm1···m10 = 1√
−G
εm1···m10 , εm1···m10 =

√
−Gεm1···m10 . We also have ∗ ∗ ω(p) =

−(−1)p(10−p)sω(p) where the additional minus sign is due to the Lorentz signature.
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fact that we can identify a dynamical field (in this case |F〉) that remains invariant under
the transformation is again a confirmation of the usefulness of the DFT formulation that
we are employing.

The fact that |F〉 is invariant does not mean that the RR fields F̂m1···mp remain in-
variant. This is similar to what we saw in the NSNS sector: while the generalised fluxes
are invariant, the background metric Gmn, the field Bmn and the dilaton φ do transform.
To present the transformation rules it is useful to define |F 〉 ≡ e−dS−1

[E] |F〉 where S[E] is a
Spin(D,D) element corresponding to the O(D,D) element E. See the appendix for more
details. Another useful rewriting of the spinor for the RR field strenghts is |F̂ 〉 ≡ S[B] |F 〉,
where we use the Spin(D,D) element S[B] ≡ exp(−1

2Bmnψ
mψn) with Bmn the B-field of

the supergravity background. We will then write |F 〉 = ∑D
p=1

1
p!Fm1···mpψ

m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉
and |F̂ 〉 = ∑D

p=1
1
p! F̂m1···mpψ

m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉, which is compatible with (4.1). From the
invariance of |F〉 and using that E = ĖU and d = ḋ+ λ, it follows that

|Ḟ 〉 ≡ eλS[U ] |F 〉 , (4.3)

is also invariant under the O(D,D) transformations. If we use primes to denote the new
background related by the O(D,D) transformation, this fact can be exploited to compute
the RR fields of the new solution just by identifying |Ḟ 〉 = eλ

′
S[U ′] |F ′〉.

From an operational point of view, starting from the polyform F̂ =∑D
p=1

1
p! F̂m1···mpdx

m1 · · · dxxp of a supergravity solution, we can get F = exp(B(2)) ∧ F̂
with B(2) ≡ 1

2Bmndx
m ∧ dxn, which is a consequence of the relation between the corre-

sponding spinors. To obtain Ḟ we write the Spin(D,D) element S[U ] = S[ρ]S[β̄]S
−1
[b̄] which

follows from the rewriting of the twist U as

U =
(

1 β
0 1

)(
1 0
b 1

)(
ρt 0
0 ρ−1

)
=
(
ρt 0
0 ρ−1

)(
1 β̄
0 1

)(
1 0
b̄ 1

)
(4.4)

where β̄ = ρ−tβρ−1 and b̄ = ρbρt have curved indices. We prefer this rewriting because it
simplifies the translation of the action on polyforms. In fact

|F (b̄)〉 = S−1
[b̄] |F 〉 = e

1
2 b̄µνψ

µψν |F 〉 =⇒ F (b̄) = eb̄∧F = F + b̄ ∧F + 1
2! b̄ ∧ b̄ ∧F + . . . ,

(4.5)
where b̄ ≡ 1

2 b̄µνdy
µ ∧ dyν and

|F (β̄)〉 = S[β̄] |F 〉 = e
1
2 β̄

µνψµψν |F 〉 =⇒ F (β̄) = eβ̄∨F = F + β̄∨F + 1
2! β̄∨ β̄∨F + . . . ,

(4.6)
where β̄ ∨ F = 1

2 β̄
µνιµινF and ιmdxn = δnm, ιm(ω(p) ∧ χ(q)) = ιmω

(p) ∧ χ(q) + (−1)pω(p) ∧
ιmχ

(q). Finally one has

S[ρ] |F 〉 = (det ρ)1/2 exp(−ψmRmnψn)
∑
p

1
p!Fm1···mpψ

m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉

= (det ρ)1/2∑
p

1
p!Fm1···mpρi1

m1 · · ·ρipmpψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉
(4.7)
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where ρ = expR acts as the identity on spectator coordinates ẋµ̇ and coincides with ρ on
the y-block. In other words the only action of S[ρ] is to translate curved indices µ, ν into
algebra-like indices i, j, and multiply by (det ρ)1/2. Notice that this factor cancels in |Ḟ 〉
once we rewrite λ = λ̄− 1

2 log det ρ. With the above formulas and starting from F̌ , U, λ one
can obtain Ḟ , and given another representative with U ′, λ′ one can similarly compute F ′
and F̂ ′ by the same formulas.

As we argued in the previous sections, the solution-generating techniques that we
are studying cover not only those that leave the generalised fluxes invariant. They also
cover those that relate different sets of generalised fluxes by constant O(D,D) transfor-
mations, the prominent example being the rigid T -transformation implemented by the
matrix in (2.28). Let us show how the RR fields transform when this T -transformation
is involved. When the fluxes are related as in F ′A′B′C′ = TA′

ATB′
BTC′

CFABC and F ′A′ =
TA′

AFA, from (4.2) and using S[T ]ψ
AS−1

[T ] = ψBTB
A one sees that we have the relations

|F〉′ = S[T ] |F〉 and |c〉′ = S[T ] |c〉, provided that |c〉 is taken to be independent of the co-
ordinates that are being dualised.48 Notice that the chirality of the spinors remains the
same if we dualise in even d dimensions, and changes in odd d. In addition notice that
this transformation49 gives Ψ′− = STΨ−S−1

T = (−1)dΨ−, therefore in d-even dimensions it
preserves the self-duality condition, while in d odd it changes the sign, see also [88].

To obtain the transformation rules of RR fields one uses the fact that the relation to
the dualised model is via a twist

Ũ =
(

0 1
1 0

)(
1 β
0 1

)(
1 0
b 1

)(
ρt 0
0 ρ−1

)
=
(
ρ−1 0
0 ρt

)(
0 1
1 0

)(
1 β̄
0 1

)(
1 0
b̄ 1

)
(4.8)

that now has an additional matrix implementing the T -transformation. Also in this case
it is preferable to pull the GL(d) block with ρ to the left, because this rewriting permits
to implement the action of the T-duality matrix (the second block in the last equation)
on polyforms in a simple way. Notice that because of the above rewriting we can think of
the operation as a dualisation of d coordinates not just in the case of abelian T-dualities,
but also in their generalisations. When dualising more than one coordinate we can think
of it as a factorised product of single T-dualities along the m direction implemented by
S[µ] = (ψµ − ψµ)(−1)NF . Under such transformation one has in polyform notation

|F (µ)〉 = S[µ] |F 〉 =⇒ F (µ) = F ∧ dyµ + F ∨ dyµ, (4.9)

where if A is a p-form A ∨ dyµ = (−1)p−1dyµ ∨ A = (−1)p−1ιµA. A similar point of view
to obtain the transformation rules of RR fields under PL duality was used in [23].

5 Conclusions and outlook

We have discussed an ansatz for the generalised vielbein of DFT by demanding that it
takes a “twisted” form, as in generalised Scherk-Schwarz reductions of D-dimensional back-
grounds on d-dimensional spaces, and that the twist U gives rise to constant generalised

48Notice that the ansatz for the spinor taken in [94] is equivalent to this condition, and a similar condition
is taken also in [22, 23].

49In the presence of RR fields we assume that we do not dualise the time direction.
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fluxes in the d-dimensional space when imposing the strong constraint of DFT. The results
are organised as in figure 1 into orbits depending on which of the different fluxes F,H,Q and
R are turned on, and in general they can be related by rigid T -transformations by F ↔ Q

and H ↔ R, or more generic O(d, d) transformations. Our classification of the representa-
tives is complete when the H-flux is vanishing, while we have employed particular methods
for the cases with non-trivial H-flux which may not cover all possible representatives.

When an orbit contains more than one representative, or when by means of a rigid
O(d, d) transformation (including a rigid T -transformation) we can relate it to another
orbit that admits representatives, we can view the maps relating two of them as a solution-
generating technique in (super)gravity, as well as a canonical transformation at the level
of the σ-models. Therefore when one of the two σ-models is classically integrable it follows
that the other enjoys the same property. Our results add new possibilities to the known zoo
of generalised T-dualities and Yang-Baxter deformations. Generic O(d, d) transformations
relating possibly different orbits may be seen as generalisations of the so called PL-plurality,
which is traditionally defined as the possibility of decomposing in different ways the same
Drinfel’d double. Let us remark that in this paper we have only imposed the O(d, d)
symmetry of the background (i.e. the fact that it takes the form of a generalised Scherk-
Schwarz ansatz and that it gives rise to constant FIJK ,FI). At no point we have imposed
the DFT (or supergravity) equations of motion, and this is actually not relevant if one
is only interested in canonical transformations of σ-models. In general, one may have
to choose appropriate RR fields and/or spectator background fields in order to solve the
DFT/supergravity equations. Similar comments apply to the integrability of the σ-models
giving rise to the backgrounds that we describe. At no point we imposed the existence of
a Lax connection, and in general this may introduce additional conditions.

Let us now summarise our classification. In the (F )-orbit one can independently switch
on a twist β satisfying the CYBE, which corresponds to possible (homogeneous) YB defor-
mations [33–35] of isometric backgrounds. This orbit is related by rigid T -transformations
to the (Q)-orbit, which contains backgrounds that arise from applying NATD [4] to the
ones in the (F )-orbit, and more generally include the DTD models of [36, 63]. The (F,Q)
orbit contains representatives that are PL-symmetric [11, 12], and it allows also for novel
deformations that can be understood as the natural generalisation of the homogeneous YB-
deformations, now without the need of having isometries in the initial background. Because
the fluxes remain invariant, these deformations preserve the integrability of the σ-model.
When we perform this generalised deformation combined with a rigid T -transformation,
the resulting map may be understood as a generalised notion of T-duality. The (R)-orbit is
empty, it contains no non-trivial representative when demanding the strong constraint. The
(F,R) orbit contains the so-called inhomogeneous YB-model (or η-model) [34, 35], slightly
generalised in our treatment by the presence of spectators. The (Q,R) and (F,Q,R) orbits
are trivial in the sense that one can turn off the R-flux by a rigid O(d, d) transformation.

When theH-flux is non-zero our classification is not exhaustive, because the methods of
section 2.4 that we employ in these cases do not guarantee that we are covering all possible
representatives. Nevertheless we identify interesting possibilities for the (H), (F,H), (H,Q)
and (F,H,R) orbits. The (H,R) and (H,Q,R) orbits seem trivial within these methods
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since the R-flux can again be turned off by a rigid O(d, d). The (F,H)-orbit contains the
PCM+WZ model as well as a novel generalisation of the homogeneous YB-deformation
in which the YB-operator is constrained to be compatible with H. When applied to the
integrable PCM+WZ model, this deformation preserves integrability. The (H,Q) orbit
contains the integrable (asymmetrical) λ-model [82, 83] as well as additional novel deforma-
tions by 2-cocycles compatible with the H-flux, which are reminiscent of the deformations
of NATD in the (Q)-orbit that were called DTD. The map between an (F,R) representative
and the generalised DTD representative of (H,Q) by means of a rigid T -transformation
can be understood as another generalised T-duality. In the (F,H,R)-orbit we can describe
a generalisation of the inhomogeneous YB-model50 as well as the fact that a rigid O(d, d)
relates it to the (F,H,Q)-orbit. Within the methods that we use, the (F,H,Q)-orbit ad-
mits at least the solutions of [22]. The question of having more general representatives in
this orbit, as well as representatives in the most general (F,H,Q,R)-orbit, remains open.
Finally in the (H)-orbit we identified possible deformations of the torus with H-flux with-
out relying on the methods of section 2.4. This confirms that it should be possible to go
beyond these methods, and it would certainly be interesting to do so in a systematic way
in the other orbits with non-vanishing H-flux. It would also be interesting to look at this
classification from the point of view of para-Hermitian geometry [95]. Let us stress that all
the maps connecting different representatives of the same orbit (up to rigid O(d, d)) can
be used to generate integrable σ-models when starting from another known one.

A general observation that we made, which generalises previously known results, is
that a constant automorphism W of the pre-Roytenberg algebra r (modulo gauge trans-
formations) may generate a new representative from a known representative for the twist.
They must not be mistaken with the rigid O(d, d) transformations of (2.23), since these
automorphisms do not involve a compensating transformation of the spectator background.
For instance, in the (F )-orbit the automorphism reduced to the subalgebra generated by
Fij

k must be an outer automorphism. An interesting possibility is that for non-semisimple
algebras outer automorphisms may involve continuous parameters and can therefore be
seen as deforming the background.

While we have focused on the NSNS sector in most of the paper, in section 4 we have
explained how to obtain the transformation rules of RR fluxes by demanding that the maps
under consideration are in fact mapping type II solutions to type II solutions.

Let us now comment on several interesting open questions.
While we have discussed in our classification of representatives various known inte-

grable 2-dimensional σ-models, it would be interesting to rewrite in this language also
others such as the bi-YB-deformation of [80, 81, 96] and the deformations of [97].

In this paper we have not analysed the special case of solution-generating techniques
involving (super)cosets, and this would be a very interesting future direction. In the (su-
per)coset case the spectator background fields are expected to project on the coset part
of the algebra, and can therefore give rise to solution-generating techniques even when

50We stress that we cannot view it as a solution-generating technique from the PCM+WZ model since
we are going from the (F,H) to the (F,H,R) orbit by turning on R.
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demanding conditions that are weaker than the invariance of the O(d, d) generalised fluxes
FIJK ,FI , see [58, 98] for an observation along these lines. In this paper we cannot view
the inhomogeneous YB-deformations (the η-deformation) as a solution-generating tech-
nique from η = 0 to η 6= 0, because in general it entails going from the (F )-orbit to the
(F,R)-orbit, but it is possible that the (unimodular) η-deformation of the superstring [99]
turns out to be a solution-generating technique because of these additional features of the
supercoset. The transformation rules of the NSNS and RR fields [60] are in fact strongly
suggesting the underlying O(D,D) structure also in this case. Similar comments apply to
the λ-deformation of the superstring [86], as well as to the construction of [87].

Another possible future direction, which is also necessary for the point above, is to
discuss solution-generating techniques that involve superalgebras. It is likely that for this
purpose the formulation of [90] for type II superstrings in DFT language will be more useful
than the formulation of [88].

It would be interesting to relax some assumptions that we have made. In particular,
the solution-generating techniques discussed in this paper arise by demanding that the
generalised fluxes (and their flat derivatives) remain invariant under the map. To find
more general solution-generating techniques in supergravity, one may try to look for more
complicated symmetries of the DFT equations of motion that do not necessarily leave the
generalised fluxes invariant, see [58] for a step in this direction. Additionally we were
interested in backgrounds that satisfy the strong constraint of DFT, namely those whose
fields depend only on the physical coordinates y and not on the dual ỹ. In the context of
gauged DFT it is possible to relax the strong constraint as done in [54], and it would be
interesting to look at this generalisation of the classification as well. One may also relax
our analysis by looking for solution-generating techniques in the context of the generalised
supergravity equations of [100, 101].
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A Notation

We follow the convention of using a boldface notation for the objects (and their indices) of
the full D-dimensional space, both before and after the doubling (e.g. we have the metric
Gmn and the generalised fluxes FABC), and the same notation but without boldface for
the corresponding quantities in d dimensions, (e.g. Gmn and FABC). A recap on our indices
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conventions is as follows:

m,n, . . . Curved D-dimensional indices of coordinates xm
µ, ν, . . . , α, β, . . . Curved d-dimensional indices of yµ

µ̇, ν̇, . . . Curved (D − d)-dimensional indices of spectator coordinates ẋµ̇

M,N , . . . Curved O(D,D) indices
M,N, . . . Curved O(d, d) indices

A,B, . . . Flat O(1, D − 1)×O(D − 1, 1)-dimensional indices

I, J, . . . Algebra indices in 2d dimensions
i, j, . . . Algebra indices in d dimensions

B Brief recap on DFT and gDFT

The generalised vielbein may be parametrised as

EA
M = 1√

2

(
e(+)an(G−B)nm e(+)am

−e(−)
a

n(G+B)nm e
(−)
a

m

)
. (B.1)

Here e(±) are two vielbeins for the metric Gmn and Bmn is the Kalb-Ramond field. The
generalised vielbein satisfies the following relations with the O(D,D) metric (1.1) and the
generalised metric (1.2)

ηMN = EA
MηABEB

N , HMN = EA
MHABEB

N , (B.2)

where
ηAB =

(
η̄ab 0
0 −η̄ab

)
, HAB =

(
η̄ab 0
0 η̄ab

)
. (B.3)

Curved indices M,N, . . . are raised and lowered with ηMN and ηMN , while flat indices
A,B, . . . with ηAB and ηAB. The generalised dilaton is d = φ − 1

4 log(− detG) with φ
the usual dilaton. The generalised fluxes are defined as

FABC = 3Ω[ABC], FA = ΩB
BA + 2EAM∂Md (B.4)

in terms of the generalized Weitzenböck connection

ΩABC = EA
M∂MEB

NECN , (B.5)

and they satisfy the following Bianchi identities

∂[AFBCD] −
3
4F [AB

EFCD]E = ZABCD,

2∂[AFB] + (∂C −FC)FABC = ZAB,

∂AFA −
1
2F

AFA + 1
12F

ABCFABC = Z

(B.6)
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where
ZABCD ≡ −

3
4ΩE[ABΩE

CD],

ZAB ≡ (∂M∂ME[A
N )EB]N − 2ΩC

AB∂Cd,

Z ≡ −2∂Ad∂Ad+ 2∂A∂Ad+ 1
4ΩABCΩABC .

(B.7)

On the strong constraint one has ZABCD = 0, ZAB = 0 and Z = 0.
A generalised diffeomorphism is implemented on tensors VMN and on the generalised

dilaton (transforming as a density) as

δξVM
N = L̂ξVMN = ξP ∂PVM

N + (∂NξP − ∂P ξN )VMP + (∂MξP − ∂P ξM )VPN ,

δξe
−2d = L̂ξe−2d = ∂M (ξMe−2d), ⇐⇒ δξd = L̂ξd = ξM∂Md−

1
2∂Mξ

M,

(B.8)
where L̂ξ is the generalised Lie derivative and ξM the parameter of the transformation.
On the strong constraint the generalised fluxes transform as scalars under generalised
diffeomorphisms. In terms of the generalised Lie derivative they may be written also as

FABC = L̂EA
EB

MECM , FA = 2L̂EA
d. (B.9)

The strong constraint is again a sufficient condition also for the closure of the algebra of
generalised diffeomorphisms, so that [L̂ξ1 , L̂ξ2 ] = L̂ξ12 with ξ12 = [ξ1, ξ2]M(C) = 1

2(δξ1ξM2 −
δξ2ξ

M
1 ) = 2ξP[1∂P ξM2] + ∂Mξ[1P ξ

P
2] given by the C-bracket.

The point of view of this paper is similar to the setup of gauged DFT [46, 102].
Rather than the original interpretation of [102], where the O(D,D) theory is gauged by
shifting the generalised fluxes by some constant gaugings, we are closer to the interpre-
tation of [46] where an appropriate generalised Scherk-Schwarz (gSS) reduction from D

to (D − d) dimensions essentially gives the same construction, i.e. generalised fluxes for
the (D − d)-dimensional theory that are gauged by the fluxes of the d-dimensional space.
If tensors are decomposed as in the gSS ansatz VMN(x) = V̇I

J (ẋ)U I
M (y)UJN (y) then

generalised diffeomorphisms with parameter ξM = ξ̇IUI
M respect the ansatz in the sense

that δξVMN = δ̇ξ̇V̇I
JU I

MUJ
N where in the case of a vector δ̇ξ̇V̇ I = δξ̇V̇

I+FIJK ξ̇J V̇ K .
Imposing the strong constraint both on the “external space” (with coordinates ẋ) and “in-
ternal space” (with coordinates y) is a sufficient condition for closure of the algebra of the
δ̇ξ̇ transformations, since [δ̇ξ̇1 , δ̇ξ̇2 ] = δ̇ξ̇12

where ξ̇I12 = [ξ̇1, ξ̇2]I(F) ≡ [ξ̇1, ξ̇2]I(C) +FIJK ξ̇J1 ξ̇K2 .
Notice the relation to the C-bracket [ξ1, ξ2]M(C) = [ξ̇1, ξ̇2]I(F)UI

M . While the strong con-
straint on the internal space is a sufficient condition to define consistently gauged DFT, it
may be relaxed, as long as ZIJKL = ZIJ = Z = 0.

B.1 Geometric interpretation

The fact that the solution-generating techniques that we discuss do not modify the gen-
eralised fluxes when written in flat indices, still allows for the possibility of finding maps
between geometric and (globally) non-geometric backgrounds. (Non)geometry is in fact
captured by the fluxes written in curved indices — otherwise their definition in flat in-
dices is dependent on the chosen double-Lorentz gauge, see [49] for a discussion. We refer
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to [61] for a comprehensive review on non-geometric backgrounds in string theory. After
going from flat to curved indices, the independent components of FMNP are usually di-
vided into geometric fluxes Fmnp,Hmnp and non-geometric fluxes Qmnp,Rmnp [49], see
also [20, 103]. These fluxes are often used to distinguish between

• geometric backgrounds, i.e. backgrounds that are well defined globally when using
diffeomorphisms and B-field gauge transformations as transition functions in different
patches. They have Qmnp = Rmnp = 0.

• globally non-geometric but locally geometric backgrounds, e.g. T-folds, that require
T-duality transformations to glue different patches. They have Qmnp 6= 0 and
Rmnp = 0.

• locally non-geometric backgrounds, i.e. depending on dual coordinates. They have
Qm

np 6= 0 and Rmnp 6= 0.

We do not consider locally non-geometric backgrounds because we always impose the strong
constraint. If F ′ABC = FABC then the generalised fluxes in curved indices are related as

F ′MNP = hM
QhN

RhP
SFQRS , where hM

Q = E′M
AEA

Q = U ′M
IUI

Q. (B.10)

Notice that because of the assumptions we made on the twists U ,U ′, the matrix hMQ is of
block diagonal form as U in (2.2), i.e. it acts as the identity in the block for the (doubled)
ẋ coordinates, while it is

hM
Q = U ′M

IUI
Q, (B.11)

in the block for the y-coordinates. If hMQ has off-diagonal components hµρ, hµρ then it
is possible that the type of fluxes (in curved indices) change after the transformation. To
show examples we say how they change in solution-generating techniques involving the (F )
and (Q)-orbits. Notice that

FMNP = UM
IUN

JUP
K(ḞIJK + FIJK), (B.12)

where ḞIJK = ĖI
AĖJ

BĖK
CḞABC and ḞIJK = 3δ[I

µ̇ĖJ |
B∂µ̇ĖB|K]. Because of the

derivative at least one leg is dotted in ḞIJK , and the corresponding U and h act as the
identity on that leg. The other two legs are not necessarily in the dotted directions, so
that U and h can act non-trivially on them. Therefore let us stress that in general it is
important to include the contribution of ḞIJK to understand how the fluxes change under
the transformation.51 However, in order to have a more concrete discussion, we will look
in the following only at the piece coming from FIJK , and we remind that this is non-zero
only for IJK = IJK. We are therefore looking at flux components with all legs along
y-directions, and these do not mix with the contributions from Ḟ that have at least one
leg along dotted coordinates. Hence we will analyse only these contributions to the fluxes

FMNP = UM
IUN

JUP
KFIJK , F ′MNP = U ′M

IU ′N
JU ′P

KFIJK , (B.13)
51In the standard example of the T-duality chain on the 3-torus with H-flux done for example in [76] one

dualises one leg at a time, and therefore the contribution to the flux that is discussed in each step is indeed
coming from ḞIJK , with two legs undotted.
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that are related as
F ′MNP = hM

QhN
RhP

SFQRS . (B.14)
Separating the components we have
F ′µνρ = hµ

αhν
βhρ

γFαβγ + 3h[µ
αhν

βhρ]γFαβγ + 3h[µ
αhν|βh|ρ]γFαβγ + hµαhνβhργFαβγ ,

F ′µνρ = hµ
αhν

βhργFαβγ + (hµαhνβhργ + 2h[µ
βhν]γh

ρα)Fαβγ

+ (hµβhνγhρα + 2h[µ
αhν]βh

ρ
γ)Fαβγ + hµαhνβh

ρ
γFαβγ ,

F ′µνρ = hµ
αhνβhργFαβγ + (hµγhναhρβ + 2hµαh[ν|βh|ρ]

γ)Fαβγ

+ (hµαhνβhργ + 2hµβh[ν
γh

ρ]α)Fαβγ + hµαh
ν
βh

ρ
γFαβγ ,

F ′µνρ = hµαhνβhργFαβγ + 3h[µ|αh|ν|βh|ρ]
γFαβγ + 3h[µ|αh|νβh

ρ]
γFαβγ + hµαh

ν
βh

ρ
γFαβγ
(B.15)

C On the O(d, d) parametrisation of the twist

Here we explain why we take (2.20) as a parametrisation of the twist U . The O(d, d) group
is generated by the matrices [103]

RM
N =

(
(ρt)µν 0

0 (ρ−1)µν

)
, JM

N =
(
δµν 0
bµν δµ

ν

)
, T

[σ]N
M =

(
δµν−uµ(σ)ν uµν(σ)

u
(σ)
µν δµ

ν−u(σ)ν
µ

)
,

(C.1)
where ρ ∈ GL(d), bt = −b and u(σ) = u(σ) = diag(0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), where the 1 is at
the position σ ∈ {1, . . . , d}. The matrices R and J generate two separate subgroups, which
together generate a larger subgroup of O(d, d) that we call Ggeom. Notice that RJ = J ′R,

with b′ = ρ−1bρ−t. Hence we can always use this move to write any element of Ggeom e.g. in
the order JR. Each T [σ] can be understood as a T-duality along the direction σ. When
we involve the matrices T [σ] we generate also different types of matrices. A distinguished
one is given by the multiplication of all the T [σ]

TM
N = (T [1]T [2] . . . T [d])MN =

(
0 δµν

δµν 0

)
, (C.2)

which we will call a rigid T -transformation since it is constant. Notice that T 2 = 1 and
that T is not equivalent to the O(d, d) metric η, because of the position of the indices in
the definitions. We also have matrices S ≡ TR

SM
N =

(
0 (σ−1)µν

(σt)µν 0

)
, (C.3)

with σ ∈ GL(d), which form a subgroup on their own. Notice that TRT = R′ where
ρ′ = ρ−t. Finally, we also have matrices K ≡ TJT

KM
N =

(
δµν β

µν

0 δµ
ν

)
, (C.4)

with βt = −β, which again form a subgroup on their own. More complicated elements
occur if instead of T we multiply by single T [σ] matrices. However, we will not consider
this case here since we will assume that we have already reduced from D to d dimensions,
so that T-duality is implemented on all the d coordinates.
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One way to classify the possibilities in the parametrisation of the most general O(d, d)
element is to observe whether they involve an even or an odd number of T ’s, which we
consequently call “even” and “odd” elements respectively. Let us first analyse the most
generic parametrisation for an even twist and argue that they are generated by the matrices
R, J,K. As we have remarked TRT = R′ and we can pull any R to the right of any J .
Notice that the same considerations apply for K. Therefore, any even twist can be written
as a generic product of J ’s and K’s times a single R. Finally notice that we can always
write JK = K ′J ′R′ where

ρ′ = (1 + bβ)−1, b′ = b(1 + βb), β′ = β(1 + bβ)−1, (C.5)

if we assume that 1 + bβ is invertible. Therefore, under this assumption we can always
re-arrange the order of the matrices J and K in the product, at the cost of introducing a
matrix of type R. We can therefore conclude that any twist U of even type can be written
as the product

Ueven = KJR, (C.6)

for someK,J,R. Notice, however, because of the previous assumption we may be excluding
twists involving products of the type JK with 1 + bβ not invertible. Let us finally discuss
the most generic parametrisation for odd twists. As they must be generated by an odd
number of T ’s we can write them as a generic product of Ueven’s and T ’s (odd). By
noticing that TKJR = (TKT )(TJT )(TRT )T = J ′K ′R′T = K ′′J ′′R′′T where we used
T 2 = 1, we conclude that we can always pull T to the left, for example. Then the most
generic parametrisation for an odd twist is

Uodd = TKJR. (C.7)

The only effect of the rigid T matrix in the odd twist is to map an orbit to its dual.

D Details on RR fields and type II

In this appendix we collect some additional details that are useful for the DFT formulation
of type II supergravity. We closely follow [88] and [20] and highlight the differences when
present. In this appendix we will always assume that D = 10. We will also remove the
boldface from all objects and indices, since the reduction from D to d dimensions is not
relevant here, and we prefer to have a simpler notation.

Given the Clifford algebra C(D,D) generated by the Gamma matrices ΓM satis-
fying {ΓM ,ΓN} = 2ηMN (notice the curved indices as in [88]) we can define ψM =
ΓM/
√

2 so that we can have a representation in terms of fermionic oscillators ψm, ψm
satisfying {ψm, ψn} = δnm, {ψm, ψn} = 0, {ψm, ψn} = 0. The Clifford vacuum |0〉 is
defined such that ψm |0〉 = 0 for all m. A generic spinor can be rewritten as |χ〉 =∑D
p=0

1
p!Cm1···mpψ

m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉 which is consequence of the one-to-one map between spinors
χ and polyforms C = ∑D

p=0
1
p!Cm1···mpdx

m1 · · · dxmp onR1,D−1. One fixes the normalisation
〈0|0〉 = 1 and defines conjugation such as (ψm1 · · ·ψmp |0〉)† = 〈0|ψmp · · ·ψm1 .
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Pin(D,D) is a subgroup of C(D,D), see [88] for its definition. The algebras of O(D,D)
and Pin(D,D) are isomorphic and if we call JMN the generators of the algebra of O(D,D)
satisfying [JMN , JPQ] = ηMPJQN − ηNPJQM − ηMQJPN + ηNQJPM then in the spinor
representation we can identify JMN ≡ 1

2ΓMN , where ΓM1···Mp is the totally antisymmetric
product of p Gamma matrices, with the factor 1/p! included, e.g. ΓMN = 1

2 [ΓM ,ΓN ]. We
denote by ρ the group homomorphisms ρ : Pin(D,D)→ O(D,D). Pin(D,D) is in fact the
double cover of O(D,D) because ρ(S) = ρ(−S) for S ∈ Pin(D,D). We have

SΓMS−1 = ΓNhNM , where ρ(S) = h•
•. (D.1)

This is a change of conventions compared to [88], where they define ρ such that ρ(S) = h••.
Notice that this amounts to swapping the two diagonal blocks of h, and the two off-diagonal
blocks. Spin(D,D) is the subgroup generated by the S made out of only an even number
of Gamma matrices and under the group homomorphism ρ it is mapped to SO(D,D).

There are some distinguished elements of Spin+(D,D) that are important for the rest
of the section. Their definition and the corresponding SO+(D,D) elements are

S[b] = exp(−1
2bmnψ

mψn), S[β] = exp(1
2β

mnψmψn), S[r] = (detr)−1/2 exp(ψmRmnψn),

h[b] =
(

1 0
−b 1

)
, h[β] =

(
1 β
0 1

)
, h[r] =

(
r−T 0

0 r

)
.

Above we have rmn = (expR)mn ∈ GL+(D), where the plus stands for elements with a
positive determinant. Other useful elements of Pin(D,D) that are not in Spin(D,D) are
S±m = ψm ± ψm. They satisfy (S±m)2 = ±1 and

ρ(S+
m) = −

(
1− um −um
−um 1− um

)
, ρ(S−m) = −

(
1− um um
um 1− um

)
, (D.2)

where um = diag(0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) has 1 only at position m. It is nevertheless preferable
to implement one factorised T-duality along the direction m as in [23] by S[m] = (ψm −
ψm)(−1)NF with (−1)NF to be defined below. In fact this corresponds to S[m]ψ

MS−1
[m] =

ψNT
[m]
N

M where T [m] implements T-duality along direction m, and acts as the identity on
other coordinates, without other unwanted signs.

The charge conjugation matrix is defined as C = (ψ0 − ψ0)(ψ1 − ψ1) · · · (ψ9 − ψ9)
and it satisfies C−1 = −C. One has the relations CψmC−1 = ψm, CψmC−1 = ψm and
CΓMC−1 = (ΓM )†, CΓMC−1 = (ΓM )†. Defining the T-duality matrix as in (2.28) one sees
that CΓMC−1 = TM

NΓN and therefore ρ(C) = T . Under conjugation C† = C−1, and we
have that S† = CS−1C−1 if S ∈ Spin+(D,D), while S† = −CS−1C−1 if S ∈ Spin−(D,D).
Moreover (S+

m)† = CS+
mC
−1.

One can define chiral spinors from the number operator NF = ∑
m ψ

mψm that gives
NF |χ〉p = p |χ〉p and (−1)NF |χ〉 = ∑D

p=0(−1)p 1
p!Cm1···mpψ

m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉. Chiral projec-
tions of spinors are therefore defined as |χ±〉 = 1

2(1 ± (−1)NF ) |χ〉 so that (−1)NF |χ±〉 =
± |χ±〉. We have that χ+ is mapped to even forms and χ− to odd forms. Notice that the
action of Spin(D,D) preserves the chirality.
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The generalised metric H is an element of SO−(D,D) because it has determinant
1 and we are in Lorentz signature. One therefore takes an S ∈ Spin−(D,D) such that
ρ(S) = H••. Notice again the change in conventions, in [88] one has ρ(S) = H••. Here it is
S rather than H that is considered the fundamental field. We have S = S† = −CS−1C−1.
Let us further define S[η̄] = ψ0ψ0 − ψ0ψ

0, then S[η̄] = S†[η̄] = S−1
[η̄] ∈ Spin−(D,D). If Gmn

is the NSNS metric of the background and G = eη̄eT in terms of a standard vielbein e

and the Minkowski metric η̄, then we can define S[G] ≡ S[e]S[η̄]S
†
[e] where S[e] = S[r=e],

and where we used the definition of S[r] above. We then have ρ(S−1
[G]) = diag(G,G−1).

Given the NSNS field Bmn of the background we can further define S[B] ≡ S[b=B] using the
definition of S[b] above. Then if we define SH ≡ S†[B]S

−1
[G]S[B] we have ρ(S[H]) = H••. Notice

that because of our identification ρ(S) = h•
•, if we consider an O(D,D) transformation

H′ = hTHh on the generalised metric, then it corresponds to S′ = S†SS which again
differs from [88]. For later convenience it will be useful to define also K = C−1S, so that
ρ(K) = ρ(C−1)ρ(S) = TH•• = H••.

To write the contribution of RR fields to the DFT action according to [88] one uses
a spinor |χ〉 that encodes the RR potentials. The contribution of RR fields to the La-
grangian is

LRR = 1
4(/∂χ)†S/∂χ = 1

8∂M χ̄ΓMKΓN∂Nχ = 1
4(/∂χ)K/∂χ, (D.3)

where we dropped the bra/ket notation and we defined χ̄ = χ†C and /∂ = 1√
2ΓM∂M =

ψm∂m +ψm∂̃
m. Using the C(D,D) relations and the weak constraint it is easy to see that

/∂
2 = 0. Reality of the action follows from S† = S and the fact that χ is Grassmann even.

Under the constant Spin(D,D) transformation χ → S−1χ and XM → XNhN
M (where

ρ(S) = h so that ∂M → (h−1)MN∂N ) one has /∂χ→ S−1/∂χ, and the Spin(D,D) invariance
of the Lagrangian is manifest. It is not invariant under the full Pin(D,D) because this
would break the chirality of χ. In addition to the above Lagrangian, and after deriving the
equations of motion, one imposes the duality relation

/∂χ = −K/∂χ, (D.4)

which are invariant under χ → S−1χ, S → S†SS for S ∈ Spin+(D,D). The restriction to
only Spin+(D,D) (and not Spin(D,D)) invariance has to do with the Lorentz signature,
so that timelike T-dualities would spoil the relations. Notice that the duality relation is
consistent with K2 = 1. The equations of motion for χ that one obtains from the above
Lagrangian are /∂(K/∂χ) = 0. They are consistent with the duality relation and the identity
/∂

2 = 0 valid on the weak constraint. The abelian gauge symmetries acting on RR potentials
are here implemented as δλχ = /∂λ, and because δλ/∂χ = /∂

2
λ = 0, the invariance of the

Lagrangian is obvious.
The above Lagrangian can be rewritten as a Lagrangian for the RR fields in the usual

way.52 We recall that we are taking the spinor χ rewritten as |χ〉 = ∑D
p=0

1
p!Cm1···mp

ψm1 · · ·ψmp |0〉 which we associate to a polyform C = ∑D
p=0

1
p!Cm1···mpdx

m1 · · · dxmp .
Let us now define Fm1···mp ≡ p∂[m1Cm2···mp] so that on the strong constraint

52To do so it is useful to notice that exp(ψmRmnψn)ψp |0〉 = (expR)mpψm |0〉 and S[η̄]ψ
m |0〉 =
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(i.e. taking ∂̃m = 0) we have |F 〉 = |/∂χ〉 = ∑D
p=1

1
(p−1)!∂m1Cm2···mpψ

m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉 =∑D
p=1

1
p!Fm1···mpψ

m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉 and in polyform notation F = dC. Using the NSNS B-field
Bmn we also define |F̂ 〉 ≡ exp(−1

2Bmnψ
mψn) |F 〉 so that F̂ = exp(−B(2))∧F where B(2) =

1
2Bmndx

m∧dxn. The conjugate is obtained by 〈F̂ | = ∑D
p=1

1
p! 〈0|ψmp · · ·ψm1F̂m1···mp . With

this rewriting the RR Lagrangian becomes

LRR = 1
4(/∂χ)†S/∂χ = 1

4 〈F |S[H]|F 〉 = 1
4 〈F̂ |S

−1
[G]|F̂ 〉

= 1
4

D∑
p=1

D∑
q=1

1
p!q! 〈0|ψmp · · ·ψm1S

−1
[G]ψ

n1 · · ·ψnq |0〉 F̂m1···mpF̂n1···nq

= −
√
−G
4

D∑
p=1
|F̂p|2, |F̂p|2 ≡

1
p! F̂m1···mpG

m1n1 · · ·GmpnpF̂n1···np ,

(D.5)

where we used 〈0|ψmp · · ·ψm1ψ
n1 · · ·ψnq |0〉 = p!δpqδ[n1

m1 · · · δ
np]
mp . This is the Lagrangian in

the democratic formulation, see [88]. In fact F̂m1···mp are the RR field strengths that are
commonly used in type II supergravity (they are the F̂ of [88]), and they are the ones that
appear in the quadratic couplings of the fermions in the Green-Schwarz formulation of the
superstring (they are the F of [93]).

In terms of |F̂ 〉 the self duality relation reads as |F̂ 〉 = −S[G]C |F̂ 〉 and in terms of
p-forms F̂ (p) = −(−1) 1

2p(p+1) ∗ F̂ (10−p). The Hodge dual is defined as

(∗A)m1···mp = 1
(10− p)!Gm1n1 · · ·Gmpnpεkp+1···k10n1···npAkp+1···k10 , (D.6)

where ε1···10 = 1, ε1···10 = −1, εm1···m10 = 1√
−Gε

m1···m10 , εm1···m10 =
√
−Gεm1···m10 . We also

have ∗ ∗ ω(p) = −(−1)p(10−p)ω(p) where the additional minus sign is due to the Lorentz
signature.

Under the abelian RR gauge transformations the spinor transforms as δλ |χ〉 = /∂ |λ〉
which implies δλC = dλ. Under D-dimensional diffeomorphisms δξCm1···mp = LξCm1···mp ,
i.e. it transforms with the standard Lie derivative as expected. Under the gauge trans-
formation of the B-field with gauge parameter ξ̃ the transformation is δξ̃Cm1···mp = p(p−
1)∂[m1 ξ̃m2Cm3···mp], meaning δξ̃C = dξ̃ ∧ C where δξ̃B(2) = dξ̃. Therefore F is not in-
variant under gauge transformations of the B-field, but F̂ is invariant. Defining Â =
e−B

(2) ∧ C (i.e. C = eB
(2) ∧ Â) then δξ̃Â = 0. Notice that in terms of these new poten-

tials F̂ = dÂ + H ∧ Â, with H = dB. If we further define A(p) = Â(p) for p 6= 4 and
A(4) = Â(4) + 1

2B
(2) ∧ Â(2) then one finds

F̂ (1) = dA(0), F̂ (2) = dA(1),

F̂ (3) = dA(2) +H ∧A(0), F̂ (4) = dA(3) +H ∧A(1),

F̂ (5) = dA(4) + 1
2H ∧A

(2) − 1
2B

(2) ∧ dA(2),

(D.7)

−δmnη̄npψp |0〉. It follows that

S[G]ψ
m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉 = − 1√

−G
δm1n1 · · · δmpnpGn1q1 · · ·Gnpqpψ

q1 · · ·ψqp |0〉 ,

S−1
[G]ψ

m1 · · ·ψmp |0〉 = −
√
−GGm1n1 · · ·Gmpnpδn1q1 · · · δnpqpψ

q1 · · ·ψqp |0〉 ,

where G is the determinant of the metric Gmn.
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where on the left we have IIB and on the right IIA. These are the more familiar parametri-
sations of the RR field strenghts in terms of potentials [88].

To rewrite the above results as in [20] one has to pass from a basis of Gamma matrices
ΓM in terms of curved indices to a basis ΓA in terms of flat indices. This can be done
by using S[E], the Pin(D,D) representative of the generalised vielbein, as S[E]ΓAS−1

[E] =
ΓMEMA. It is also necessary to change vacuum, since we have to go from a vacuum
defined as Γm |0〉 = 0 to a new one such that Γa |0′〉 = 0. In the following we will omit the
prime but always think in terms of the new vacuum. Notice also that we can still take the
charge conjugation matrix C and S[η̄] to be defined as before, while we interpret the ψ as
being defined in terms of flat indices. We first define

|F〉 = edS[E] |F 〉 . (D.8)

Because we can decompose S[E] = S−1
[e] S[B] and we get

|F〉 =
∑
n

eφ

n! F̂m1···mnea1
m1 · · · eanmnψa1 · · ·ψan |0〉 . (D.9)

From the definition it follows that |F〉 = /∂ |c〉+SEψ
M∂MS

−1
E |c〉+ ed∂Me

−dψM |c〉 in terms
of |χ〉 = e−dS−1

[E] |c〉. This may be rewritten (see also [94]) using53 EA
M∂MS[E]S

−1
[E] =

1
2ΩABCψ

BC as well as ΩABCψ
AψBψC = 1

3FABCψ
ABC + ΩB

BAψ
A, which is a consequence

of the C(D,D) relations. To conclude

|F〉 =
(
ψA∂A −

1
6FABCψ

ABC − 1
2FAψ

A
)
|c〉 = /∇ |c〉 , /∇ ≡ /∂ − /F (3) − 1

2
/F (1)

, (D.10)

where /F (n) includes the 1/n! factor. Notice that /∇2 = 0 on the strong constraint. Now
gauge transformations read as δλ |c〉 = /∇ |λ〉, and the Bianchi identities as /∇ |F〉 = 0. The
Lagrangian of [88] is readily rewritten as

LRR = 1
4e
−2d 〈F|S−1

η̄ |F〉 = −1
4e
−2d 〈F̄|CS−1

η̄ |F〉 . (D.11)

Now we have

CS−1
η̄ = (ψ0 − ψ0)(ψ1 − ψ1) · · · (ψ9 − ψ9)(ψ0ψ0 − ψ0ψ

0)
= (ψ0 − ψ0)(ψ0ψ0 − ψ0ψ

0)(ψ1 − ψ1) · · · (ψ9 − ψ9)
= −(ψ0 + ψ0)(ψ1 − ψ1) · · · (ψ9 − ψ9) = Ψ−,

(D.12)

and therefore we conclude
LRR = −1

4e
−2d 〈F̄|Ψ−|F〉 . (D.13)

53Given the Lie algebra isomorphism betweem O(D,D) and Pin(D,D) one can identify the gen-
erators JMN → ψMN and use them to construct group elements EA

M = exp(ΛPQJPQ)AM and
S[E] = exp(ΛPQψPQ) with the same ΛPQ. Therefore one has (∂MEE−1)BC = ΞMPQ(JPQ)BC and
∂MS[E]S

−1
[E] = ΞMPQψ

PQ with the same ΞMPQ. It follows that EAM∂MS[E]S
−1
[E] = EA

MΞMPQψ
PQ =

1
2EA

MΞMPQ(2δ[P
B δ

Q]
C )ψBC = 1

2EA
MΞMPQ(JPQ)BCψBC = 1

2EA
M (∂MEE−1)BCψBC = 1

2 ΩABCψBC ,
where we used the matrix realisation (JMN )PQ = 2δ[M

P ηN ]Q. In (4.32) of [94] only the leading term
in the expansion is taken into account.
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Varying the Lagrangian with respect to |c〉 one finds the equations of motion /∇Ψ− |F〉 = 0.
The above Lagrangian is different when comparing to [20], since they have Ψ+ instead

of Ψ−, where Ψ± = (ψ0∓ψ0)(ψ1±ψ1) · · · (ψ9±ψ9). To further test the mismatch we first
move to prove (A.9) of [20]. Using Ψ±ψA = ∓HABψBΨ± one finds

Ψ+ |ω〉 =
∑
n

1
n!ωa1···anΨ+ψ

a1 · · ·ψan |0〉

=
∑
n

(−1)n
n! ωa1···anHa1B1 · · ·HanBnψB1 · · ·ψBnΨ+ |0〉

= −
∑
n

(−1)n
n! ωa1···an η̄

a1b1 · · · η̄anbnψb1 · · ·ψbnψ0ψ1 · · ·ψ9 |0〉

=
∑
n

(−1)n(−1)
n(n−1)

2

n!(10− n)! ωa1···an η̄
a1b1 · · · η̄anbnεb1···bnbn+1···b10ψ

bn+1 · · ·ψb10 |0〉

=
∑
n

1
n!(10− n)!εbn+1···b10

a1···anωan···a1ψ
bn+1 · · ·ψb10 |0〉 .

(D.14)

This agrees with (A.9) of [20]. In the first step we used the commutation relations between
Ψ+ and the ψ’s. In the second step we used Ψ+ |0〉 = −ψ0ψ1 · · ·ψ9 |0〉, in the third one
we used (5.39) of [88] (notice that that equation is written with an ε with upper indices,
so there is an overall minus sign when written for an epsilon with lower indices). In the
last step we got a factor of (−1)

n(n−1)
2 by rearranging the indices of ω and a factor of

(−1)n(10−n) by swapping the position of the b1 · · · bn and bn+1 · · · bD indices in ε. In the
last line, indices in the epsilon tensor are raised with the Minkowski η̄.

The computation for Ψ− is identical, since also Ψ− |0〉 = −ψ0ψ1 · · ·ψ9 |0〉, but because
of the different sign in the commutation relations with the ψ’s one gets an additional factor
of (−1)n

Ψ− |ω〉 =
∑
n

(−1)n
n!(10− n)!εbn+1···b10

a1···anωan···a1ψ
bn+1 · · ·ψb10 |0〉 . (D.15)

Let us now compare to (A.11) of [20]. First we compute

C |χ〉 =
∑
n

1
n!χa1···anCψ

a1 · · ·ψan |0〉

=
∑
n

1
n!χa1···anψa1 · · ·ψanC |0〉

=
∑
n

1
n!χa1···anψa1 · · ·ψanψ0 · · ·ψ9 |0〉

=
∑
n

(−1)
n(n−1)

2

n!(10− n)!χa1···anε
a1···anbn+1···b10ψbn+1 · · ·ψb10 |0〉 ,

(D.16)

where in the last step we used again (5.39) of [88]. Now using (C |χ〉)† = 〈χ|C† = −〈χ|C
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we find

〈χ|CΨ+|ω〉 = −
∑
n,m

(−1)
n(n−1)

2

n!(10− n)!
1

m!(10−m)!χa1···anε
a1···anbn+1···b10εdm+1···d10

c1···cmωcm···c1

× 〈0|ψb10 · · ·ψbn+1ψ
dm+1 · · ·ψd10 |0〉

= −
∑
n

(−1)
n(n−1)

2

n!n!(10− n)!χa1···anε
a1···anbn+1···b10εbn+1···b10

c1···cnωcn···c1

= −
∑
n

(−1)
n(n−1)

2 (−1)n(10−n)

n!n!(10− n)! χa1···anε
bn+1···b10a1···anεbn+1···b10

c1···cnωcn···c1

=
∑
n

(−1)
n(n−1)

2 (−1)n(10−n)

n! χa1···an η̄
a1b1 · · · η̄anbnωbn···b1

=
∑
n

(−1)
n(n−1)

2 (−1)n(10−n)(−1)
n(n−1)

2

n! χa1···an η̄
a1b1 · · · η̄anbnωb1···bn

=
∑
n

(−1)n
n! χa1···an η̄

a1b1 · · · η̄anbnωb1···bn .

(D.17)
Compared to (A.11) of [20] we have an additional factor of (−1)n. In the computation above
we used also εbn+1···b10a1···anεbn+1···b10

c1···cn = −n!(10−n)!η̄[a1|c1 · · · η̄an]cn . The computation
for Ψ− works in the same way, and because of the previous factor we have in fact

〈χ|CΨ−|ω〉 =
∑
n

1
n!χa1···an η̄

a1b1 · · · η̄anbnωb1···bn . (D.18)

This computation is independent from the one that was giving us Ψ− in the Lagrangian,
and it is a further confirmation that Ψ− rather than Ψ+ should be used there, since with
Ψ+ there would be an additional factor of (−1)n when matching the DFT action to the one
of standard supergravity. In the IIB case this would affect the sign of the RR Lagrangian
(because for n odd (−1)n = −1) while for IIA using Ψ− or Ψ+ is inconsequential.

Let us also remark that the self-duality condition Ψ−F = F (rather than Ψ+F = F) is
in fact consistent with the conventions of [88]. The left-hand-side is∑

n

(−1)n
n!(10− n)!εbn+1···b10

a1···anF̂an···a1ψ
bn+1 · · ·ψb10 |0〉

=
∑
n

(−1)(10−n)

n!(10− n)!εb1···bn
an+1···a10F̂a10···an+1ψ

b1 · · ·ψbn |0〉 (n→ 10− n)

=
∑
n

(−1)(10−n)(−1)n(10−n)

n!(10− n)! εan+1···a10
b1···bnF̂a10···an+1ψ

b1 · · ·ψbn |0〉 (ε······ → ε······)

=
∑
n

(−1)(10−n)(−1)n(10−n)(−1)(10−n)(10−n−1)/2

n!(10− n)! εan+1···a10
b1···bnF̂an+1···a10ψ

b1 · · ·ψbn |0〉

(F̂a10···an+1 → F̂an+1···a10)

=−
∑
n

(−1)
n(n+1)

2

n!(10− n)!ε
an+1···a10

b1···bnF̂an+1···a10ψ
b1 · · ·ψbn |0〉 ,

(D.19)
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which implies the self-duality relation

− (−1)
n(n+1)

2

(10− n)! ε
an+1···a10

b1···bnF̂an+1···a10 = F̂b1···bn , (D.20)

in agreement with the conventions of [88].

E DFT equations of motion

In this appendix we continue to omit the boldface notation, since the dimensional reduction
plays no role. The action in the NSNS sector is SNSNS =

∫
dXe−2dR where we prefer to

use the rewriting of [58]

R = −4∂AF (−)
A + 2FAF (−)

A −F (−)
ABCF

(−)ABC − 1
3F

(−−)
ABCF

(−−)ABC . (E.1)

Here P± = 1
2(η ± H) and F (±)

A = (P±)ABFB, F (±)
ABC = (P∓)AD(P±)BE(P±)CFFDEF ,

F (±±)
ABC = (P±)AD(P±)BE(P±)CFFDEF . To compute the equations of motion one finds

that δESNSNS =
∫
dXe−2dΞABNSNS∆AB where ∆AB = −∆BA = δEA

MEBM and δdSNSNS =∫
dXe−2dΞNSNSδd where [20]

ΞNSNS
[AB] = 4∂[AF

(−)
B] + (FC − ∂C)F̌C[AB] + F̌CD[AFB]

CD,

ΞNSNS = −2R,
(E.2)

where we defined F̌ABC = ŠABC
A′B′C′FA′B′C′ and

ŠABCA′B′C′ = 1
2HAA

′ηBB′ηCC′ + 1
2ηAA

′HBB′ηCC′ + 1
2ηAA

′ηBB′HCC′ −
1
2HAA

′HBB′HCC′

− ηAA′ηBB′ηCC′

= − 2
(
P

(−)
AA′P

(−)
BB′P

(−)
CC′ + P

(+)
AA′P

(−)
BB′P

(−)
CC′ + P

(−)
AA′P

(+)
BB′P

(−)
CC′ + P

(−)
AA′P

(−)
BB′P

(+)
CC′

)
.

(E.3)
It is convenient to write Š in the second way, which is the unique way to write it as a linear
combination of products of projectors. In fact it is then easy to check that

P
(+)
AA′P

(−)
BB′Ξ

[A′B′]
NSNS = 2Ξ′NSNS

AB , Ξ′NSNS
AB ≡ 2∂(+)

A F
(−)
B + (∂C −FC)F (−)

ABC −F
(+)
CDAF

(−)DC
B.

(E.4)
Notice the transposition of CD indices in the last term. One also has P (+)

AA′P
(+)
BB′Ξ

[A′B′]
NSNS = 0

and P (−)
AA′P

(−)
BB′Ξ

[A′B′]
NSNS = 2P (−)

AA′P
(−)
BB′ZA

′B′ ∼ 0 where the last is a constraint of DFT. Finally,
using P (−)

AA′P
(+)
BB′Ξ

[A′B′]
NSNS = −2Ξ′NSNS

BA we can conclude that ΞNSNS
[AB] ∼ 4Ξ′NSNS

[AB] (i.e. on the
constraint of DFT). Hence because we can project with P (±), ΞNSNS

[AB] = 0 is equivalent to
Ξ′NSNS
AB = 0.
When considering the RR contribution to the action one has [20] δESRR=

∫
dXe−2dΞABRR

∆AB and δdSRR =
∫
dXe−2dΞRRδd where Ξ[AB]

RR =−1
4 F̄ψ

ABF and ΞRR = 0 after imposing
the self-duality condition. The full equations of motion in the type II case are then Ξ[AB] =
ΞNSNS

[AB] +ΞRR
[AB] = 0 and Ξ = ΞNSNS = 0.
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F Other ansatze used for orbits with H-flux

In this appendix we will report on other attempts to deal with orbits with non-vanishing H-
flux in the standard parametrisation of (2.20) rather than appealing to the methodology of
section 2.4. In particular, by preferring an ordinary Lie group G action on the coordinates
y, we will assume here that ρµi of (2.20) are the components of a (left-invariant) Maurer-
Cartan form ρ = g−1dg = dyµρµ

iti where ti ∈ g = Lie(G) are the generators of the Lie
algebra and g ∈ G is a Lie group element. In this case the components wijk defined in (2.33)
are precisely the structure constants of g so that we can write them in the more standard
way wijk = fij

k. Furthermore, we can use the well-known expansion of the MC form

ρ = g−1dg =
∞∑
N=0

(−)N
(N + 1)!ad

N
x dx, x ∈ g. (F.1)

The main difficulty with pursuing in this way is finding the most general solution to
the differential equation obtained from the Q-flux equation of (2.32). Focusing here on the
simplest homogeneous equation (Q = 0) with F = 0 we must solve

∂µβ
ij + ρµ

nβl[iβj]mHnlm = 0, (F.2)

or equivalently upon the F -flux equation

∂µβ
ij − ρµnβl[ifnlj] = 0. (F.3)

Let us remark here that by lowering all indices in eq. (F.3) with the Killing form and
antisymmetrising in i, j, k we find that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition is that
as a two-form β is closed, and possibly exact. For semisimple algebras h it is known that
there exists no non-trivial closed two-forms which are not exact. An exact form such as
βij = ρµ

iρν
j∂[µλν] for some one-form λ does not, however, solve eq. (F.3). We can therefore

conclude that for semisimple algebras no non-trivial solutions to eq. (F.3) exist.
To find a non-trivial solution of (F.3) we have considered for βij the following ansatze.54

(i) In the (H)-orbit of section 3.9 we found a non-trivial representative, where ρ is of
MC form, by considering βij to be a constant matrix.

(ii) Take now a non-constant β

βij = 〈OtROti, tj〉, O =
∞∑
N=0

aNadNx ,

=
∞∑
N=0

∞∑
M=0

aNaM (adNx )ilRlk(adMx )jk,
(F.4)

54In the calculations that follow it is useful to use the identity

[adNx dx, y] =
N∑
K=0

(−)K N !
K!(N −K)!ad

N−K
x addxadKx y,

which holds for any x, y ∈ Lie(G) and which can be proved by induction and the Jacobi identity.
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where R is an antisymmetric matrix and where ti = κijtj and κij = 〈ti, tj〉 is the
Killing form of g. In this case one can observe that fixing the unknown coefficients
aN becomes inconsistent at order O(∂µx, x1). When generalising (F.4) as

βij =
∞∑
N=0

∞∑
M=0

aNM (adNx )[i
lE

lk(adMx )j]k, (F.5)

where Eij = Sij +Rij with S a symmetric and R an antisymmetric matrix, and aNM
unknown coefficients, one will find that the symmetrical part does not contribute and
this is effectively equivalent to the ansatz (F.4).

(iii) Instead take β = O−Ot with O a series in adx, as defined above, which is important
to resonate with the MC form. Hence

βij = 2
∞∑
N=0

aN (adNx )[i
kκ

k|j]. (F.6)

This ansatz turns out to be empty: for every N ∈ N we find aN = 0.

We have also considered the possibility that ρ is not of MC form and therefore tried to
solve the PDE (F.2) instead. Assuming nevertheless an underlying Lie algebra g we take
Hijk = α1fij

lκlk for some real constant α1, and we expand ρ as

ρµ
i =

∞∑
N=0

bN (adNx )lm∂µxlκmi, x ∈ g, (F.7)

for some undetermined coefficients bN . Then,

(iv) Taking β as in (F.6) we find that the resulting recursive relations will be empty,
aN = 0 for all N , and independent of the coefficients bN .

(v) Adding the inhomogeneous term Qi
jk = α2fim

nκjmκkn (with α2 a second real con-
stant) in the PDE as Qijk = ∂iβ

jk + βl[jβk]mHilm we find for the ansatz (F.6) the
following solution that we verified until N = 10,

a2N = 0, a2N−1 = 4N (4N − 1)
2

B2N
(2N)!α

N−1
1 αN2 b

2N−1
0 , (F.8)

and
b2N = 4N+1(4N+1 − 1) B2N+2

(2N + 2)!α
N
1 α

N
2 b

2N+1
0 , b2N−1 = 0, (F.9)

where BN is the Bernouilli number. Given the form of H and Q this should coincide
with the λ-model solution of section 3.12. However, the above is clearly not workable
and thus the methods of section 2.4 are preferred.
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